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THE PR5DI CTTVE ELEMENT IN PROPHECY.
Many people have always "been and many are to-
day
,
entangled In a yoke of bondage to an Indefensible
traditionalism. I have Just been reading for enlight-
enment a little magazine , which is published monthly,
entitled 'Our Hope'. In the editorial notes found on
the first page, I find some material which only in-
creases my enthusiasm in the writing of this paperr.
Speaking of the so-called prophecies found in Lute
1:30-33: Isaiah 7:14: Isaiah 53ff,the edlttor foros
such a statement as this; "And what the Soirit of God
has announced so positively that it SHALL be,what
Gabriel in the greatest message which was ever carried
from the highest heaven to earth, repeated to the virgin,
that has come to pass '.That is man that he should
question these facts? They have an undeveloped science
called biology, the few discoveries they have made, they
say, force them to reject such a miracle as the virgin
birth. But what is "biology? Nothing but a. nice little
toy of the creature of the c.ust. It is unreasonable
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and illogical for man with his imperfect and finitte
knowledge to reject the supernatural , and the sover-
eignty and power of almighty God.... But there are
more 'shalls' in the message of Gabriel. "The Lord
God shall give unto Him the throne of His Father
David. ".. .These are the 'shalls' of the future. We
wait for their literal fulfilment." Continuing, t he
editor writes, "He 3hall" "It shall he" , for the
fulfilment of the 'shalls' of God's infallible Word
we are waiting, yea all is awaiting to-day, the time
when he shall receive the throne of His father Davi'
and the promised kingdom." (I)
There is that school of prophetic inter-
preters at work to-day , venturing the assertion that
the times of the Gentiles will terminate in the year
1934. On account of the assumption that 197'+ brings
the close of the times of the Gentiles, the assertion
has been made by some that the year 1927 must bring
the coming of our Lord for his Saints, as promised
in the First Spistle to the Thessalonians (I Thess .
4:13-18). The years between 1927 and 1934, it has been
claimed, cover the prophetic seven years of Daniels
great prophecy (Dan. 9:25). But 1927 has come and
gone and nothing has happened. It has always been
thus. Even ~ood men during the late war permitted
/,
7

their imagination to run away with them and Instead
of interpreting prophecy they began to prophesy and
set dates for the literal fulfilment of age-old pro-
phetic utterances. (I refer to such a man as Dr H.C.
Morrison, e»-pres ident of Asbury College and Bishop
in the Methodist Episcopal Church , South. His book
entitled 'The World War in Prophecy'.) The sect, known
now as 'The International Bible Students ', founded by
the late Pastor Russell, has suffered defeat upon de-
feat, the last time in 1925, the year they had set for
the return of our Lord.
Dr Morrison writes, "We do wish to Impress
upon our readers the fact that one of he clearest
and most satisfactory evidences of the inspiration
contained in the scriptures is found in the prophecies
and their very remarkable and minute fulf ilment . " ( I
)
Speaking of Clod' s contact with the prophets he con-
tinues to say, "It was his wisdom to take into His
counsels holy men of old to whom he revealed the ^sec-
rets of the ages, and while they taught the people of
their time their obligations to God and their fellow-
beings, the ble3 3ings to be secured by obedient and vir
tuous living, and the disaster which would inevitalbly
be-fall the wicked and rebellious , they also looked far
into the future and predicted the coming events of
(I) 'The World War in Prophecy' pp 1 5, IS.

of human history with such accuracy and detail that
the scriptures are lifted entirely out of the realm
of uncertainty, ol; the possibility of human forgery,
on to the high plain of absolute and positive proof
of their Divine origin and Inspiration." (I)
If only a small group of people to-day en-
tertained such theories relative to predictive pro-
phecy there would be no need for a polemic contra-
dicting such . But the group 13 not small. It was my
privilege to attend what is now 'John Fletcher College 1
located at University Park Iowa, for one year. It is
an interdenominational Holiness Institution and *"or
the sake of loyalty I will say It is an excellent one
of its kind. V/hlle there, I learned to what extent
such belief is readily accepted and also enthusias-
tically propagated. It is one of the basic theories
of that extreme fundament 11 sm. However, the incident
which caused me to think more than ever upon this
subject was one that happened while working this pre-
ceding summer in a Methodist Church. I believe it ad-
equately portrays the sentiment on this subject held
by the average layman of our churches. It was a sunny
afternoon and here and there stretched long and white
fleecy clouds like islands in the deep blue sky. A
(I) 'The World War in Prophecy' p 17.
*
woman talking to me of a 3Udden looked upward to the
sky and remarked, "Oh, Mr Henderson, every time I ^see
clouds like that it makes me think of the time Jejeus
will be coming tack, riding on those same kind of
Clouds, juat as the Bible tells us that He will." Con-
cluding her statement she said something which put me
in a very embarrassing situation. "You believe that,
don't you% she said.snd for her question I could give
no answer. However I became determined to find out
whether or not I believed it as literally related in
the -aible. The above .interrogation which I had to
leave unanswered became the Incentive to me to study
the subject of predictive prophecy and thus the reason
for this thesis.
I have tried to remain unprejudiced and
tolerant in the viewpoints presented in this stuc^y.
The study of predictive prophecy is not only an ex-
ceedingly fascinating one but also of vital present
day interest. In this study I am exceedingly anxious
to present the Deity in such a fashion, so that we
shall look upm Him aa a personality and not a machine
which turns out prophetic talking machines. The re-
flection which the literali3ts of prophecy cast, upon
G-od is to my mind the most serious objection. After

6all, t be orld will become ~ccor>ing to the type of
God which it professes to have faith in. If God works
magic then how far have we advanced from the age of
magic? But if God is limited to the extent that 9b
has created free personalities with the power of
choice, even to the extent of choosing salvation or
damnation, then we must perforce accept s Dme other
than the old traditional, mechanistic, psssive view*
held by those quoted above and thousands of others.
In looking forward through the years, if even God
Himself can see no possibility of change, or the poss-
ible averting of some impending catastrophe by rerason
of 8 change of heart or mind, then we may a3 well close
our books, fold our hands and wait.
But such were not the views held by the
prophets. I believe, and I look to the opinions of such
great scholars as Dr Knudson, Dr George Foote Moore,
Dr John E.McFadyan, and a host of others for the sub-
stantiation of my belief, that *Our G d is a God of
hope", and that God is no expert penman getting fun
from writing future events up&n the passive minds of
men, but that He is waiting, ever waiting, for T.en to
help Him usher in a Kingdom of God on earth.
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THE PROPHET I C MOVEMENT
.
Professor Pfeiffer has said that prophecy is
£he most important institution in Israel. It has in-
fluenced the whole course of human history. It had
a tremendous influence causing the rise of Judaism,
I slam, and Christianity. The definition of prophecy
which Dr Pfeiffer gave to us In class is to my mind
very adequate . "Prophecy is nothing more than the en-
trance of the Deity In physical form into the pro-
phet". At least thet is the conception of prophecy-
held in the Old Testament. Prophecy is a psycho-
logical experience depending upon certain m-ntal and
physical conditions. Prophecy is thus a state of
excitement caused by the entrance of the Divine.
Israel probably received its conception of prophecy
from the Canac-nltes. So far as we know they knev<
nothing of prophecy before coming to Canaan and we
see no trace of it in ancient Arabia. Hebrew pro-
phecy claims to be Bivine revelation, but all other
prophecy acknowledges the same claim. The differ-

ence between Hebrew prophecy and any other prophecy
cannot be distinguished. It may be said that Hebrew
Prophecy does not clain to be the only genuine pro-
phecy. For ai Dr C.A.Briggs fays, "The Old Testament
Scriptures represent prophecy a3 extending beyond
the range of the chosen people in I'elchlzedek, Jethro,
and Balaam". (I) For the source of this quoted state-
ment one can refer to Genesis 14: 18, Exodus 18, and
Numbers 23-24. It is not necessary td» think, as do
some Christians , that ^od forgot all other nations
in the interest of Israel. All rel lglons , even in
their prophetic aspeet'had their part in preparing
the nations of the world for the higher religion
when it should cone in the fulness of time. It nay
well be said that no argument can safely be U3ed
against heathen prophecy that may not react to the
damage of Hebrew prophecy. Historically and scientif-
ically all prophecy must sub-nit to the same tests.
The word' prophet ' is derived from the G-reask
word which has two meanings.
1. One who speaks on behalf of another.
2. One who predicts.
From the Hebrew word (Nabhi, ro'eh,and choze v ) which
(I) C.A.Briggs. "Messainlc Prophesy", p,4.
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means prophet, the word ha3 three meanings. The word
Nabhi probably means, "One who speaks in behalf of
another". In Exodus 41 for instance ,Aar mi is de3ctib-
ed as the prophet of Moses because he speaks in the
name of Moses. The Qld Testament meaning is a person
qualified by God to be His spokesman to mankind. Es-
pecially is this true in Deuteronomy 18: 18,
"I will raise them up a prophet from among
their brethren, like unto thee; and I will
put my words in his mouth, and he shall
speak unto them all that I shall command
them. "
So far as we know there were prophets carrying on
the prophetic function in Israel from the eleventh
century B.C. to the second century before Christ.
(Note A.) It will be interesting in leading ud to
the subject of predictive prophecy to trace the pro-
phetic movement in Israel. Thu3 we may see how pro-
phecy became a national institution with an intense-
ly humeri motive, being motivated by their sppreme
love and devotion to their God Jehovah. It was nec-
essary that God should gradually evolve from the
God o: the forest , mountains , cities and nation, to
(Note A) It may be necessary to insert here that
there is some controversey among scholars as to who
were prophets and who were not. Dr Pfelffer believes
that Moses was not a prophet. Some scholars maintain
he was. The purpose of this paper doe- not demand that
we make a critical study of this proposition.
<
the God of the individual personality and the in-
dividual nation which Imbibed the personality of it's
people
.
' SONS OF THE PROPHETS'.
The term 'Sons of the Prophets' represents an
early stage in the prophetic movement of Israel. The
term denotes the whole body of prophets at large and
does not denote filial relationship. Amos' refusal
to be called the son of a prophet, was not the refusal
of a filial tie, but a refusal to accept the entire
prophetic movement as it was then. The man Saul wag
the first to come in contact with this body of pro-
phets. Saul had just been anointed by Samuel as king,
and whe n the ceremony was completed he met a company
of 'The Son~ of the rrophets' on the road
,
prophesy-
ing as they went along. (I 1 st Samuel. 10: 25) . David
fleeing from Saul to Naioth in Ramah, found himself
in the midst of a group of these prophets .( I ' st Sam.
19:20). Four hundred of these prophets came together
when Ahab sought council of them in regard to his
proposed campaign against Rsmoth Gllead. ( I ' st Kings.
22:6, 34; and 2'nd Chronicles IS). Slisha was support-
ed by a group of these prophets at bethel and at
i
Grll^al. (2'nd Kings. 2:3). "'hen Jezetel was perse-
cuting the prophets ,Obadlah hid a hundred of them
in the cave. (I 1 st Kings. 18:4,13). These prophets
were capable of kindling a fire of oowerful re-
ligious excitation. It was more of a psychological
phenomenon than anything else. These prophets re-
ceived gifts from others and in this way were en-
abled to live and practice their profession.
'THE BANDS OF PROPHETS'.
During the time of Samuel there was in
existence groups o f prophets "'ho roved svout the
countryside spreading a rather extravagant type of
religion. By the use of various performances and
song these men would work themselves up into a fren
and for this reason they are called madmen in 2'nd
Kings 9:11. These ..men resembled modern dervishes
in their extreme ravings and seemed to bear a like-
ness to the prophets of Baal in their actions. Be-
cause of national and religious crises brought on
by the victories of the Philistines these bands
were 8ble to make their religion become contagious.
What relation existed between Samuel and these
k
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anftf is not certain, although some think that he
may have been a leader. These bands concentrated at
a given locality and they finally became more eth-
ical and less emotional.
ELIJAH AND ELI SHA.
It is by no means certain, but theee two pro
nounced personal it ies , Eli sha and Elijah msy have
been products of these bands. Especially Elisha har
a close connection with these binds as we find In
2'nd Kings 3. Elijah was reverenced and well known
by these bands. His contributions to the prophetic
movement in Israel is of immense importance. To him
belongs the credit of clarifying the issue of wor-
ship which had arisen cue to the Israelitish contac
with Caanan. He was exceedingly democratic and be-
lieved it possible for him to receive the will of
Jehovah, so that he might speak it to his fellow-
men.
THE INDIVIDUAL PROPHET.
It was one of the tragedies of the pro-
phetic movement that these bands of prophets turned
corrupt practices. This we s more or less due to the
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fact that they were supported by gifts which lent
encouragement to the system of bribing people under
felse pretenses. Prophecy had arisen in earnestness
and was the expression of a genuine enthusiasm. In
the ninth century there arose fslse diviners who
practised the gift of prophecy purely for money. In-
stead of giving to the people the Tessage whi^h
they truly felt in ti.tir t:e : rt
, ttotV! produced a
message which would be for the people an opiate,
something which tickled their heart strings'.' Jehovah
salth" , wa3 their cry, when it was only the cry of
the bribed prophet speiking falsely. We remember the
incident in the life of Micsiah who had the true
message. He bluntly told the .ting that upon his ex-
pedition he would be killed. ( I ' st Kings 72). Mean-
while the four hundred bribed prophets speaking a
soothing message told him to go for nothing would
harm him. The question came to the front then: Who
is the true prophet and who is the frl3e? In answer
to this question certain individual prophets took
their place in the ranks of those who opposed false
prophecy
.
LITERARY PROPHETS.
II
15-
Prophecy in the very beginning was all verbal.
So far as we know nothing was written so far es pro-
phetic utterances are concerned. This was true be-foi-6
the eighth -entury. But during this period we find
the transition betv.een the speaking prophet ^nd the
so-called literary prophet. By the dawn of the eighth
century we have a marked advancement in literary
achievement. Thus arose the prophets who wrote their
messages so as to tetter accomplish their work. (It
is an open question aa to how rruch we owe the literary
message to the memory of disciples.). These literary
prophets created first the idea of the of' ice of the
prophet and gave to it a new meaning.
This type of prophets are divided into two
classes: The four major and the twelve minor prophet 3.
More significant is it to divide these prophets accord-
ing to periods. Such as one group being the eighth-
century prophets , another being those of the Babylonian
period, and still those of the pre-exilic and the £ost-
exllic periods. As follows :-
8th century prophets : Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, Micah,
Zephaniah, Nahum.
Babylonian Period: (625-585) Jeremiah.
(505-600) Habakkuk.
(593-573) Ezekiel.
(5^G>- ? ) Deutero-Isaiah.
*
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Post-Exlllc : Haggal, Zechariah, chI-8, Malachi, ObaMah,
Jonah, Joel, ''echariah 9-14, Jonah, Daniel.
These literary prophets gave piety a clear expression
and made it possltle for religion to meet the demanding
needs of a growing nation. So then in the prophets we
would expect to find men who would bring forth a moral
message of Instruction and inspiration snd not men of
clairvoyant qualities.
Such is a short outline of the history of the
prophetic movement in Israel. Without the voice of the
prophet in the life of Judaism the religion would have
died long ago. The prophet was the undying source of
inspiration for the religion of Israel. His keen in-
sight into the contemp rsry conditions has heen the
marvel of many thinkers, nd it is sometimes difficult
not to feel that somehow they did find special favor
at the hand of their 3-od. As we shall see it is not
surprising that the supernatural element in prophecy
should appear. It may well he said that the prophets
were super-men, especially in the realm of the spiritual
and in their keen mental insight. They were students
of history; and as Spinoza would say , "God-intoxicated"
.
They were so closely and uniquely associated with
Jehovah that they could say, "Thus saith Jehovah" and
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they spoke aa men with authority.
These prophets were human. They were not
Godspnor did they want to be. The wailings of Jer-
emiah will ever vibrate from a human heart. The pleas
Of Hosea, Amos, Micah, and the others could only come
from those who had human emotions. They "-ere dis-
couraged, afflicted, weary of heart and mind. Sometimes
they were afr 1- id. Not do I think they would like
being called secretaries of J :-hovah.To my mind they
were more often the kind of men who would prefer to
do the dictating rather than to be dictated to. They
were good protest ants to the extent that they be-
lieved their minds to be active enough to think for
themselves. When God spoke through a prophet, He
spoke through a heart illuminated by mind, and not
as a president of some large concern dictating to
his secretary. The prophets were men of G-od,yes,but
men of God because they remained close to God.
This is the way I like to think concerning
the prophets. Active minds ; enthusiast ic hearts ;t Ire-
leas bodies. Men permeated with the spirit of their
Jehovah, hoping, longing, dreaming of better days. Some-
times they mispelled a word; sometimes their writing
did not correspond with their thoughts ;but always
there is that kernel of tteuth running through their
writings which breathes the very spirit of Jehovah
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Himself. No wonder then that after one reads their
prophetic utte ances he feels like saying, "That
nan knew aod and Ood knew him".
.

19.
TYPES OF PROPHECY.
When using the term general prophecy I meen
the entire drama of prophecy revealed on the stage
of Old Testament history. This woulri of course in-
clude all phases and all types of prophecy. For the
purpose of clarification I wish to deal a tit with
prophecy as a great phenomenon of Israelitish hist-
ory. The word prophecy has fallen very often into
bad repute eGpecially among a certain type of people.
Prophecy by a vast majority of people not versed in
the historical character of the prophetic movement,
is apt to be thought of, only in the sense of fore-
telling or fore-ordaining. The word for many is sim-
ply a synonym for the word prediction. Eut prophecy
is very much more than mere prediction. In fact, as
we shall see .prediction is only a small and second-
ary part of prophecy as a whole. There were many
prophets who never predicted. I am indebted greatly
to professor Harper for the divisions of general
prophecy which follows. In giving a sumxary of the
(«
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article on 'Types of Prophecy' by Professor Harper,
one csn more readily understand what the field of
general prophecy Includes and how one part is but
a saall part of the whole. (I)
Dr Harper says,tne content of prophetic
material Is to be understaod as including:
1. Living Prophecy:- This type of prophecy deals w&th
the lives and events of a given period. These con-
stituted an influential factor in the development of
Israel's religious thought. Dr Harper gives as an
example of this type of prophecy, the life of Samuel
or the deliverance of Jerusalem from Sennacherib in
701 B.C.
2. Experience Prophecy:- This type of prophecy deals
with stories concerning great lives and significant
events wfcitten flown for the encouragement or warn-
ing of Israel by one whose purpose i3 prophetic. The
prophets dealing in this sort of prophecy were us-
ually optimists seeing hope where there was .none,
and desiring the coming kingdom even though it was
afar off. Their prophecies were like hymns or ser-
mons, for the purpose of inspiring and encouraging
the people to new hopes. Those stories of Genesis,
(I) William Rainey Harper. "The Prophetic Element
in the Old Testament.
"
University of Chicago Press. 1905. p. 5ft*
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Exodus, Samuel, and ^ings were written for the pur-
pose of edification and to influence the life of
the people in the midst of whom the prophet worked,
and to whom they were addressed.
3. Descriptive Prophecy:- This perh ps is more com-
mon than the other tyoes. in the<?e utterances °re
found descriptions of the present, in which the writ-
er depicts the sins of the rulers, the corruptions of
the priests, and the ignorence of fche masses; or ex-
presses approval of the manifestation of a true de-
sire for righteousness; or names the obligations
growing out of the relationship sustained by Israel
to Jehovah; or describes the punishment which Israel
is now suffering because of her sins; for such des-
criptive utterances were intended to turn the people
away from their sins which is a true prophetic pur-
pose. Most of the literary prophets , such as Amos,
Hosea, -iicah, Isaiah, Jeremi»h, -"e^e prophets of a
more or les3 descriptive type. It must be under-
stood, however, that each prophet imbibed to a cer-
tain extent all the types of prophecy. But all em-
phasised a certain type.
4. Predictive Prophecy:- In this type of prophecy
we find the prophet foretelling the divine judge-
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ment3 which are soon to fell upon a wicked and God-
less nation. More than that he looks into the future
and sees the new Jerusalem, a redeemed Zi on, abound-
ing in peace and prosoerity, a future which shall
include even the coming of Jehovah Himself , and the
renovation and the purification of the entire worlrci;
for here a£ain,the sole purpose of the utterance is
to deter people or to persuade them to come nearer
Jehovah and to live lives more worthy of His Char-
acter.
Thus we see that prophetic material has a
content very much more than mere prediction. Pro-
phecy is the whole of Israelltish history. In fact
there is a close connection between prophecy and hist-
ory. The history of the Hebrew nation is, for the
most part, a history of thought, an^ i? to b° under-
stood only as it stands in proper relation to the
other phases. The close proximity of history to
prophecy is clearly illustrated when we learn that
a knowledge of Israelltish history is lndfispensable
for any proper study of Old Testament or New Test-
ament prophecy. We shall note the importance of this
when we make our inductive study of predictive prop-
hecy later in this paper. After all, prophecy is
(
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only an attempt to interpret the historical sit-
uation. For example, it is absolutely essential
that we have a period of exile and a Cyrus to
effect the possibility of a returning remnant if
we are to account for the prophecies of Deutero-
Isaiah. The doctrine of the inviolability of Jer-
usalem as held by Isaiah was announced in connect-
ion with Sennacherib 1 s attempt to conquer that
sacred city. As Dr Harper says, "The very fire,
form, and substance of prophecy was dependent upon
and determined by the historical event. (I). Did
not Amos preach destruction in view of the app-
roaching invaders which turned out to be Assyria?
Did not Isaiah announce the doctrine of the rmmnant
when Jerusalem's existence was threatened? The
doctrine of individualism appears at the very mo-
ment when national existence is about to perish.
When loyal Israel is languishing in captivity, the
reproach and sport of her enemies, the doctrine of
the suffering servant is presented. Also, at this
time, arguments for the oneness of G-od are urged
more earnestly than be lore. At the time of the
re storation,pr Dphecy concerns itself with the re-
(I) Opp cit. p, 15-17.
William R. harper
. "The Prophetic element
in the 6.T." Un of Chi Press
1905.
<
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building of the temple. It is easy therefore to see
that prophecy cannot be disconnected from the history
of the prophetic people. '.That ever is said of Israel's
history may be said 0(5 Israel's prophet ism. By read-
ing the prophets we are able to discern the 3igns
of the times in which the prophets lived. Some one
has said that it is possible to tell the thinking ~>t
a people by the type of songs they sin;. It is eoual —
ly possible to tell the history of Israel by the
prophetic utterances recorded in their sacred books.
Old I'estament prophecy was a movement perhaps the
most eventful in human thought , exhibiting a con-
tinuity not oaralleled by any other,
Understanding Old I'estament prophecy
then as a great national movement which permeated
every phase of Hebrew life; a movement which is the
ex
direct resultent of Hebrew history, it is now my
purpose to single out the last type of general
prophecy mentioned, name ly' Predictive Prophecy 1.
r
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PREDICTIVE PROPHECY .
There are those who contend that there
is no prediction in prophecy. It may be .well be-
fore going into an inductive study of predictive
prophecy to ascertain the truth of this, and if it
is not true, to judge the comparative value of this
type of prophecy. If there is no predictive proph-
ecy our study is futile.
M. Darmesteter in his book, "Lea Prophetes
d' Israel" says, "The prophet never predicts. He
sees the great paths of the future , because having
himself made a doctrine and philosophy of the world,
he forms an idea sound and precise of the destiny
which awaits his people , waiting to see where he plai-
ges himself: the great movement, for the things and
the ideas with their consequences, ia the only thing
which interests him: the detail, the concrete fact,
the small risk and the fashions of the day escape
him; he ignores them, he leaves them to the quacks
of prophecy" .( I ) . It is Impossible to escape this
judgement altogether as we enter a study of predic-
tive prophecy. We must admit that the true and pure
(I) "Les Prophetes d* Israel" pp 137,138.
<
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motive of the prophet was not prediction. This will
be the fundamental contention of this thesis, to
show that the predictive element in the prophetic
utterances were only of secondary importance. But
to my thinking, if we say the prophet never predicts,
as M. Darme steter does say, we fterely dispute the au-
thenticity of what we have in black and white in the
prophetic writings. To my mind, the evidence is so
much avs liable , and competent scholarship seems to be
so practically unanimous in maintaining a predic-
tive element in prophecy , that in this paper it will
be maintained without further proof it is a vital
part of prophetic literature.
However this one thing is certain, that
predictive prophecy is the lowest form of prophecy,
and that not the common, but the extra-ordinary fea-
ture. It is only one section and that the smelle-t
of the range of prophetic instruction. The reason
for giving prediction such wide importance in the
past ha3 been because of "An unwholesome apologetic
....when there was a greedy grasping after anything
and everything in the form of prediction that might
in any way serve to exalt the supernatural char-
acter of the Bible". (I). John E.McFadyen says in
(I). "Messianic Prophecy" Briggs, p,34.
(
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his recent book, "A
1
hat the chief function of a pro-
phet cannot have "been to make detailed predictions
Of Jesus is proved by the simple fact that in many
of the prophets there are no passages which by any
stretch of the imagination can be so interpreted:
there are none, e.g., in Amos, Zephaniah, Nahum, or
Haba^kuk. And such allusions , when they seem to
occur, are usually secured by isolating them from
their content. Take, e.g., Isaiah's promise of the
son whose name was to be called Immanuel. (7il4-l6)
.
Obv'ously this cannot in its context refer to a
child who was to be born nearly seven and one half
centuries later: that would have been no sign to
Ahaz and his court, and the sia:n that Isaiah offers
is to them. "(I)- In fact not only is this true
that prophecy even to the prophets themselves was
of secondary importance in its predictive aspect,
but it is found that prediction is no longer re-
garded as fundamental to prophecy. In the older
worsts on the evidences of Christianity and in those
today which follow the traditional method, as we
have seen in the introduction of this paper, the
argument from prophecy is so treated as to prove
(I). "The Approach To the Old Testament."
tt.E.McFadyen. p,i86.
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the fact of divine prescience
,
particularly in the
field of human action. This of course was and is
tased on the conviction that an essential function
of prophecy was prediction. To substantiate the
fact of predict ion, the assumption had to be for-
ced of a miraculous inspiration by which the sac-
red writers became the amanuenses or mediators
in communicating the purpose of G-od with reference
to future events. It was even said that the proph-
ets did not need to be conscious of the words
they uttered nor the thoughts they expressed; this
might be wholly enigmatical to them. Their writing
was in no sense determined by their insight into
the tendencies and hopes of the national conscious-
ness; it was encbugh that they set down with accur-
acy the divine message. But after considering the
question of prophecy from every angle we find theip
is no force to this argument. I quote from Dr
Beckwith in regard to thia matter. "Prediction is
no longer regarded essentia^ to prophecy. Not that
the prophet did not often gaze intently into the
future, and there on inviting background be-
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hold reflected the meaning of the aims and struggle
of his people. The theory of inspiration which was
essential to this view of prophecy as predictive is
supported oy an appeal neither to the documents
nor to the pyschology of the writers. These men are
religious teachers
,
poets , statesman, searchers after
Spiritual re:- lity, trusted counselors or courageous
rebukers of Kings; and the least truthful thing
one could say of them would be that they were tools
passive tools of divine revelation, and did not
imow what they wrote. We may further ask, how one
could know that the word of the prophet was an
immediate and infallible message of Sod, and not
the product of his own contemplative and purpose-
ful spirit. Many predictions uttered with solemn
assurance oi their certainty
9
some were reversed
within a generation of their utterance , others by
reason of changing conditions were unfulfilled,
and still others in the very nature of the case
were never possible of fulfillment. From prophecy
therefore, we cannot establish the fact of infall-
ibility precise and complete divine foreknowledge
of events to come. (I)
(I) The Idea Of God

No doubt the prophets believed, and others
believed It concerning them that they could tap the
unseen world of it's secrets. This is illustrated
in ^zekiel, Chapter 7. It is also true that to the
Hebrew people, the moral elevation of the prophets
was mostly unwelcome, while their seeming insight
into the hidden mysteries of the future gave them
standing, rhis is once more illustrated in I ' st
Kings , chapter 22. The reason for this belief in the
prophets and by the prophets themselves was due to
their ancient belief in Jehovah. They believed in
a God that had all knowledge of the things which
were to come to pass in the future and who knew all
things concerning the past. They also believed
that when this God chose to do so, he revealed such
knowledge to the prophets. .Ve find verification of
this be lief in Amos 3 :7. There was a time , therefore,
when people sought the prophets with gifts in or-
der to iearn whether some proposed enterprise
would prove successful or not. I ' st Kings 14:22
and Jeremiah 23 inform us that these bread and
butter prophets were little more than oriental for-
(I
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tune tellers, predicting for pay. Hence, as Dr Hill
tells us in his book, 'The prophets in the Licrbt of
To-day J "When we talk about the proohets we usual-
ly have in mind the noble few who rose to relig-
ious prominence in Israel and whose writings con-
stitute at the present the loftiest spiritual literatim
in Israel. "(I)
.
But even though some of the most noble
prophets did at timer stoop to unwarranted assump-
tions regarding the future, still this element in
their prophecies is of the lowest type. Indeed
R.L.Ottley goes so far as to say, "where predic-
tion constitutes the dominant element
,
prophecy
loses its distinctive character and is better
described as Apocalypse. The book of Daniel for
instance is an Apocalyptical book rather than
prophecy. The predictions of the prophets are the
outcome of their unshaken belief in the moral
government of the universe and in the Impending
fulfillment of the divine pur pose. " ( 2) . If this
is so, then it is certain that the predictive el-
ement in prophecy is a low type, for the Apocsly-
(1) "The Prophets In the light of To-day"
John Godfrey Hill, p, 7
(2) "Aspects of the Old Testament" R.L.Ottley.
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otic books are the lowest type of prophecy. F.C.
Porter says, "Apocalypse is a decline from pro-
phecy at Its height. "(I)
There is a distinct difference between
apocalypse and general prophecy.At times it is
not distinctly nor clearly noticeable. Quoting
from Dr Porter, we find that the Apocalyptical
writings are a break off of prophecy. He say 3,
"The transition from prophecy to Apocalypse was
not sudden, and the book of Daniel does not create
a wholly new type of literature. Not only do the
Apocalyptical . riters make much use of the pro-
phetic books, but :ost-exllic prophecy , from Ezekiel
on, develops in the Apocalyptical direction. In
order to understand the Apocalypse , therefore we
must take into account both its dependence on
prophecy ana the tendency of late prophecy to
assume the Apocalyptical type. "(2). To explain,
or try to explain this type of prophecy by ssy-
ing it Ifl an attempt to interpret unfulfilled
predictions of the canonical prophets is taking
a wholly one-sided view, "s we nuoted above,
(1) "The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers"
F.C.Porter, p, 20.
(2) Same as above citation.
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Apocalypse is a decline from prophecy at its best.
The reason for dealing with the Apocalyptical
writings at this point, is because so many people
have seen in them the very highest in prophecy , mere-
ly because of the Immense predictions found in
them. The book of Daniel has always been an aggra-
vating book to deal with. It has been mis- lnterore-
Ted so often by over-enthusiastic super-naturalists
that the genuine spirit of the book has been sadly
mutilated. After all, what is in the book of Daniel?
Surely there are predictions? But why are they there?
Certainly they were not noted there because they
were positively going to be fulfilled. No. After
all, quoting again from Dr Porter ,". pocalypse s do
not reveal to us the secrets of the divine prov-
idence, but do reveal the optimistic believing
nature of the human soul, the permanent di sou let
which makes his dignity. "(I) The very period in
which such writings were penned tell why they
were written. They were written in s time of dis-
couragement from the pen of a very optimistic
writer. i hey were visions of hope, of faith, of
(I) "The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers."
F.C.Porter, p, 54.
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trust. Trust 4ven in perverted nature and in the
seeming dis-interest of G-od. Instead of "being pre-
dictions of what was bound to come, they were pre-
dictions of what was hoped would come. Dr A.S.
Peake in his commentary says this when speaking
of why Baniel wps written, "The book of Daniel
was written, as we have seen, to encourage the Jews
to be loyal to their faith in the face of the per-
secution under Antiochus i^piohanes .... It sprang
as ^wald Bays, "from the deepest necessities and
the noblest impulses of the age." It is an appeal
of a true patriot to his people to remain firm
and unmoved in the faith in spite of suffering
end even martydom. The comfort and Inspiration
it brought to the Jews in their hour of trial
secured it an imperishable place in their liter-
ature, and it was hended over to Christianity as
e oricele^s legacy. "(I)
In the Apocalyptical writings we know
nothing concerning the author. Their predictions
have no certainity to them at all and are colored
by visions which to most people are confusing. They
based what they had to say concerning the future
( I
)
"Commentary of the Bible" Book of Daniel.
Dr A. S. Peake.
1
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and the present upon a view of the world' s hist-
ory as providentially guided and controlled by
God, and hence they frequently presented more or
less extended surveys under the form of predict-
ions uttered by the great men of earlier times.
It was also common for the history, thus dis-
guised as proohecy,to be further wrapped up in
symbolic visions,
What I am anxious to point out at
this point in the thesis is the differance between
the ordinary predictions of general prophecy as
spoken by the so-called literary prophets, end
the predictions which are found in the Apocal-
yptical writings. Further, I am anxious that we
see how prophecj gradually deteriorated into the
Apocalypse through the medium of predictive pro-
phecy. Predictive prophecy , therefore did not tend
to elevate the ruality of prophecy but came at a
time when prophecy was at it<= lowest ebb.
Predictive prophecy therefore, as a
phase of general prophecy is one of only second-
ary importance. The entire ruestlon has re - Dived
itself around gross nis- interpret at ions. People
aa
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Df fine reputation and many gre?t Biblical scholar
have considered this phase of prophecy of the very
highest importance. It is because they not only
made the desire the father of the thought while
demanding an overly super-natural Bible, but also
in that they have misunderstood the nature and
vvorK of G-od. I o-day if the real nature of the
prophets were understood by people, it would be im-
possible to mis-understand them as being passive
recipients of future events. There is, to be sure,
some danger that we carry our view to the extreme.
$he reaction against verbal inspiration and the
at)anconment by Biblical Schol: rs of what may be
called the "Old Moore's Almanack" principle--- of
Exegesis, have led many to a desire to minimize the
predictive element in the utterances of the pro-
phets. As Dr Povah said, "To admit that prophecy
is predict ive , seems to some to involve the accept-
ance, either of fatalism, or of a uod,who like a
spoiled child, knocks over the board from time to
time and starts the game afresh. But the prophets
are not fatalist s , nor do they look upon lahweh as
omnipotent in the sense of having reserved to
himself the power of doing anything he likes--
the omnipotence of childish dreams or of Peter
Pan. Real creation Implies reel self-limitation,
t
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real sacrifice. The prophets regard man as having
been created with some power of choice; they hold
that man can thwart God Clearly then, the pre-
dictive element in prophecy cannot be absolute. It
must be relative to human co-ooeration ^n^ to
human opposition, and it is evident that this was rec-
ognized by the contemporaries of the prophet s . "( I
)
We shall find then, that if the main
work of the prophets was not to predict, it was, "to
turn men from their sins and to proclaim the sov-
erignty of Jehovah." The secret of what predictive
power the prophets did possess is not the fact that
they were passive in their minds waiting for uod
oo speak, but predictive prophecy is as H.Wheeler
Robinson ssy3, "A product of the moral and spirit-
ual insight of the prophet s, which draws different
consequences for different generations* They could
foretell the future with general, if not with de-
tailed accuracy , because they were admitted to the
council of ¥ahweh; their ears were trained to
catch, In the music of the universe , the moral har-
monies, the discards, and the resolutions in the
triumphant chords. They had surrendered th^ir hearts
<
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to the moral principle according to which G-od
governs the world. To their passionate confidence
in the victory of right and the overthrow of wrong,
the day of Ya'nweh seemed always at the gates, and the
final consummation already beginning ."( I
)
This then,!-: the secret of oredictive nro-
phecy. We do not need to disown it, but we do need
to interpret it correctly, so aa to catch from it,
the power and truth and beauty which it has.
From this we will pass on to an inductive
study of the predictive aspect of prophecy.lt will
be the task of this thesis to prove that from the
time of the early Christian Church the predictive
aspect of prophecy found in the Old Testament ha3
been mis- interpreted by many, so that to a grest
extent it has lost its real meaning. The more pos-
itive side of this thesis will deal with the
correct tiray of interpreting predictive prophecy
so that it may he m .anlngful.
(I) "The Religious Ideas of the Old Testament."
H.Wheeler Robinson. p, 121.
c
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AN INDUCTIVE STUDY OF THE PREDICTIVE
*Sx^CT OF PROPHECY .
Our study shall be conducted in an un-
prejudiced manner and we shall merely note what
is commonly suoposed to be oredictive proohecy.
Predictive prophecy is found in most every book
of the Old Testament. But scholars are not al-
together certain as to whetner ot? not tnere were
genuine prophets before the literary prophets.
Therefore we shall deal only with the literary
prophets, noting at times the predictions in
books preceding them. Professor Pfelffer holds
the view that it is not certain that there were
genuine prophets before the literary prophets.
Our purpose in this thesis will be very well
carried out in dealing with the prophets outlined
below
.
The reason for my dealing with the his-
torical situation at the time of every prophet is
because, what tney said was usually a product of
the times. In dealing with their predictions later
on, and In trying to prove that we must accept their
'!
c
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predictions from an historical and scientific
Point of view, it will re necessary to *mow just
when and why the prophet spoke.
It would be impossible and I believe
valueless to mark in detail every soecifit* pre-
diction, for many overlap and some are too gen-
eral to be specifically noted. Predictions are
futuristic in their out-look and in the light
of that fact we will deal with only those state-
ments which are concerned with future events.
Our first prophet is Amos.
AMOS .
Amos was a prophet of the Assyrian period.
His home was in Tekoah in Judah but his work was
really done in the Northern Kingdom. His work,
was done just preceding the period of the decline
and partly during thi3 period. He was called when
the strong rule of the hand of Jereboam II was in
command. Lz was tne duty of ~mos to express witn-
out fear the evils of the land, glossed over with
glittering tinsel, and to announce the approach-
ing Judgement. Amos, as he saw conditions could
t
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not promise a future to the northern Kingdom. He
is thus forced from the very circumstances to
announce the approaching judgement. Amos pre-
dicts in this fashion, "Surely the Lord God will
do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his
servants the prophets. The Lion hath roared, who
will hot fear? the Lord God hath spoken, who can
hut prophesy?"3 :7, 8. In chapter I, Amos predicts
G-od' s judgements upon Syria, upon the Philistines,
upon Tyrus,Upon Edom,and upon Amnion. In Chapter
2 he announces G-od' s wrath upon Moab,upon Judah,
and upon Israel. These judgements are predicted
for certain transgressions which were committed.
In chapter 3, we find a repetition of the judge-
ment against Israel in these words , "Therefore
thus saith the Lord G-od; An adversary there shall
be even around about the land; and he shall bring
down thy strength from thee, and thy palaces shall
be spoiled'.' ( 3: II ) • In chapter 4, we find these
burning words , "Therefore thus will I do unto thee,
Israel: and because I will do this unto thee,
prepare to meet thy God,0 Israel. "(4:12) . Amos

predicts in the fifth chapter that the wantonness
of Israel shall be plagued with desolation. "There-
for now shall they go captive with the first that
go captive, and the banguet of them that stretched
themselves shall be removed. " ( 6 : 7) . Chapter 7
_ives us also a prediction of the csptivlty and
that the nation will be scattered among all lands.
""Thy wife shall be a harlot in the city, and thy
sons and thy daughters shall fall by the sword,
and thy land shall be divided by line; and thou
Shalt die in a polluted land: and Israel shall
3urely go into captivity forth of his land. " ( 7 : 17 )
•
Chapters, 7-9 in brief , simple, but pregnant form,
contains these judicial sentences on an adulterous
nation which had proved faithless. The nation
according to Amos had been be-withhed by wanton
image worship and had become forgetful of the
most elementary morel duties. However the con-
tent of prophecy was not all a prediction of
doom. There was always behind the threat of
judgement the promise of salvation, which to be
sure occupies only the bright fringe of the
Judgement cloud then ascending. Even though Amos
'(I
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does say, "Woe unto you that desire the day of
Jehovah; wherefore would ye have the day of Jehovah?
It is darkness and not light ."( 5:18) ; On the other
hand he can Bay, "Thus saith Jehovah, seek ye me and
ye shall live. "(5:4).
Amos was more historical than he was ea-
chatological.He doomed his nation to a hitter end
due to his deep iBsight into existing conditions.
The fact that Amos became a prophet at all, lay in
the fact that there was much luxury, impurity and
intempersnce in the land, due to Israel's wealth
as a nation and as a result of Jeroboam' - II, vic-
tories. (2 Kings, 14). Chapter 2:7,3 tell of the
great evils. The poor were being oppressed. And
again, he could see the shadow of the approaching
Assyrian hation upon Israel, and co ild not help
foreboding that God would use this mighty instru-
ment for chastising the crying sins of Israel.
(5:27,6). In view of these facts of history it
was impossible for Amos t o do otherwise then to
announce the coming doom. (3:3).
In viewing the historical situation of
the day, and comparing it to the words which Amos
t
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uttered, we can readily see that his predictions
came from his knowledge of history and his deep
insight into moral truth. For Anos It was, "What-
soever a man soweth,that shall he res p."
HO 5EA .
Hosea preached amon? ^13 own people. Hosea is
a part of the people whom he criticises. Some one
has said that the book of Hosea shows in literary
form the sobs of a man." We find also an intimate
knowledge of the political situation of Israel.
The detes for Hosea are 753-735 B.C. approx-
imately. The reason for the first date is because
the dynasty of Jeroboam is still ofi the throne of
Israel. The last king of this dynasty is Zekariah.
744 B.C. Now we learn from Ch. I: 4, that the house
of Jehu Is still in Israel. Thus it would have to
be a little time before 744 B.C. and the dynasty
soon fell. The other date 7 7 5 or 734 comes from
the dste of the Syro-iip'r.raiml tic war. Hosea nakes
no-mention of this war. It was so significant , both
r
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in the north and south, that it seems impossible
he would not mention it. Thus we conclude his
ministry probaoly ended before Y34 a. C.
Jeroboam reigned from Y85 to aoout
745 d. C. After Jeroboam died, a period of anarcny
and terror began, and the end only came after the
Assyrirn captivity. internally Israel was in a
state of turmoil, rcapid assassinations, intrigue,
infidelity, corruption in high places, marked the
state. Externally, israel lay between two great
states--.iLgy pt stood at one doorway, while the
malevolent Asgyrians waited at tne other. Constant
danger of invasion continually faced the poor
little isrselite state, (chapter 5:I3J. ".That more
could Hosea do, than address himself again~t these
wrongs It became the duty of H03ea , in view of
the impending conditions, to voice a protest
against the growing immoral, irreligious, and co-
rrupt political conditions of the times. He was
to do this in order that the impending catas-
trophe at tne hands of Assyria might De averted.
The nation had acquired great wealth under the
reign of Jeroboam ii; but it h^d acoulred these
(
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without acouiring any moral or religious stability
Hosea has been called the 'prophet of
love', but nevertheless he was not reticent in pro
claiming doom unless the people repented. "Their
heart is divided; now they shall be found guilty:
He will smite their altars, he will destroy their
pillars." (10:2). This was the prophecy of doom
which izeklel tells us was fulfilled. He is ob-
liged to disclose even worse things than Amos,
for moral corruption, vice, godlessness, have made
rapid strides. Hosea predicts their return to
^SyPt> "Now will he remember their inicuity, and
visit their sins; they shall return to ^gypt."
(8:I3b). He predicts the desolation of the exile
in these words, "For the children of Israel shall
abide many days without a king, and without a
prince, and without a sacrifice, arid without an
image, and without an ephod, and v/ithout a tera-
phim: Afterward snail the children of isrgel
return, and seek the Lord their God, and David
their king; and shall fei-r the Lord and His
goodness in the latter days." (3:4,b).
However, Ho~ea sees just as deeply
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into the oottomless heart of G-od ' s great compassion.
Despite the fact that dark clouds were lowering
over the land, yet he knows the Lord is merciful
and slow to anger. Though we find no definite Mess-
ianic pictures such as are found in Isaiah, yet, more
then once the prophet foretells the restoration
from captivity, the union of Israel and Judah under
a Davidic king. (3:b, I:I0ff;. This hope appears
sometimes as imminent, as succeeding a short per-
iod of captivity, or even as alternative to it:
(See above references, and 6: I-J, 14:4-8). It is
interesting to no:e that the great Apostle .raul
explains some of the prophecies as fulfilled In
the Christian Church:(Note A.)
However, the people to whom Hoses spoke
did not heed. Superficially speaking, the work of
Hosea was a failure. Ephraim had to fall. The
prophecy of Hosea was true, "As for ephraim, their
glory shall fly away like a Dird: there shall oe
no Dirth, and none with child, and no conception.
Though they cring up their children, yet will I
bereave them, so that not a nan shall oe left:
yea, woe also to them when I depart from tnemi . .
.
My God will ca3t them away, oe cause they did not
OTB. A. (See Romans:- 9:25,26, and I* st Corinth-
ians. I5:bb0
(
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he^rrten unto him; and tney aha 11 oe wanderers among
the nations." (9:Il-I(). hosea 13:7,6 and 13:15-16,
also predict the doom. but this only verifies the
truth of what the prophet was speaking. Judah was
Indeed cured of Idolatry, out the conversion which
took place was not of the Inner kind preached oy
the prophet. Even in the outward aspects the
people could not attain the glory promised. The
David ic monarchy never came oack as was predicted;
the ban of God's wrath which made them wanderers
was not wholly aorogoted, yes, it soon became
the universal lot of Isrsel arid Judah, and l-^ts
to this day.
The acove inductive study of the
predictions of riosea doe»3everal things. They
reveal hl3 remarkable insight into history. He
knew past history and he knew th: t the events
of history were usually determined by the actions
Df men. Hosea knew what he was talking about
but later events reve-:l to us the fallibility
of a prophet. G-od may know all things and p r-
ha pa could predict them exactly as they would
come to pass, but this truth only goes to make It
plain that the men Hosea made many of the pre-
J
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dictions in the book of Hosea.
ISAIAH.
uHALTERS : 1-40.
(Omitting Chapters, 24-27)
For five veers Hosea and Isaiah were con-
temporaries. (740-745 B.C.). Hosea wss a prophet of
the north, isaiah ws a prophet of the south.- He was
a prophet through the critics! period in Judah. He
preached at least thirty-nine years, 740-701. No
statesman ever lived thet nad a larger and deeper
lnsignt into the large meaning of events, and could
read a divine pupose In history, as could isaiah.
his greet testimony was to, "the indefeasible su-
premacy of the unseen forces that shape history,
an: to the quiet strength that comes from confidence
in God. MU) •
There were tnree outstanding events during
the ministry of isaian, whereoy we are more ? Die to
understand some of his predictions. The first is:
The coal it lon--due to the fear of Assyria-formed
Dy Aram and Israel against Juoah in 7 T b o. C. (Cn.
7:1-9, 6). The second is: The capture of Samaria Dy
tne Assyrians in 72i d. C. , and the t'.lrd is the
deliverance of Jerusalem in (01 a. C. froT, the men-
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ace of Sennacherib, in all of these crises, isalah
produced a religious message with remarkable po-
litical insight.
m the chapters, 1-12, we have noted the
prophecies concerning Judan, Jerusalem, l,and Israel).
Isaiah depicts more vividly th r n any other proph-
et the rule of the future son of David. Zion is
to be the center of the divine rule. Israel real-
izes the land is wasted and the body politic dis-
eased; (I; 1-9) and thus in view of t .ese conditions
he predicts they will be surely punisned. (2:21-31).
In 7:1-17, Isaiah seeks to reassure the faith of
the trembling king Ahaz ; and when Ahaz refuses to
Put the prophetic word to the test, Isaiah boldly
pronounces the doom upon the land and declares
that the land will oe delivered from the menace
before two or three years are over; and many a
Cnlld— or it may mean some particular child--
soon to De c^rn will oe given the name immanuel,
and will thereby witness to the faith, that des-
pite the stress of invasion, God will not forget
His people, out that He will De, "with us".
it Is true that isaiah uttered some
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remarkable predictions which received speedy and
striking fulfilment. During the panic caused by
the invasion of Kezin and .fekah, Isaiah supported
his exhortations to eouanimity by foretelling the
speedy rum of the hostile Kingdoms, ( 7 : 16 and 8:
h) and the event proved him right. One of the
chief doctrines of Isaiah was the inviolacil ity
of Jerusalem, and the strange thing about it all
was that he preached it during the reign of King
Hezekiah; not only did he repeat this doctrine,
out he foretold the destruction of the Assyrians
even when they were the strongest and victory
looked nigh, (10:16,33; 14:25; 17:12-14; 37:6,7,
21-35) prophecies which received a remarkable
fulfilment in the mysterious morality in Senn-
acherib's army which obliged that monarch to
abandon the designs against Jerusalem. Isaiah's
doctrine of the remnant is found predicted in,
6:13; 17:6.
Other predictions of interest "re found
in 16:12-14, the Judgments against Moab. "But
now the Lo rd hath spoken, saying, Within three
years, as the years of a hireling, and the glory
(
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of Moab shall be contemned, with all that great
multitude; and the remnant shall re very smsll
and feeole. "(16: i4) . He sees in a vision the
fall of Babylon in chapter 21. he predicts the
downfall of Shebna in 22:Ipff., the fall of
Tyre in 23#I-I7 and again predicts their un-
happy return in 23:lYff with these words, "And
it shall come to pass after the end of seventy
years, that the Lord will visit Tyre and sne shall
turn to her hire, and shall commit fornication
with all the kingdoms of the world upon the face
of the earth." in chapter 31 :s we have again
predicted the fall of Assyria. it may be noted
that isaiah mak.es a direct prediction of ttez-
liiiah- s recovery from sickness m chapter 3s,
with the Aing's song of gratitude.
These forecasts are of course oe-
yond the range o' a political calculation, and
they can only be adeouately explained by saying
that isaiah waa in possession of a remarkable
prophetic insight, it was his insight into the
mystery of God through faith, and because of
Ic
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his knowledge of history connected with disaster.
The future of Judah is, in Isaiah's mind, bound up
with the fortune of the royal house, whose continu-
ance he affirms in 9l'f, though he anticipates for
it dsrk days and apparent overthrow, (10:11) in
the near future. The deliverer of God's people
from its foes, and from the Assyrian in partic-
ular, La to he of King David's line, and his reign
is to Introduce a golden age for the whole v;orld,
being marked Dy ri^hteousne-s avid world peace,
isaiah speaks of an individual iies3ianic King
and even outlines the character and v.ork of this
individual. (9*6,7) (li:I9). it is true that isalan
connects the appearance of this monarch with the
overtnrow of the Assyrians, the last enemy of judah
on his horizon, his views of the future times
being fore-shortened, and it may oe doucted how
far he understood the true import of the words
the t he spoke concerning tne person and work
3f the King, siezed as he was by an inspiration
that mastered him and carried him beyond the
range of even hi3 own understanding.
in the Messianic passages we do not mean
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the life a nd career of Jesus of Naz&feth. what Is
to take place is to take place in the very near
future. Dr. Leslie, in our class notes, Decemcer 1,
1927 says, "Whr.-t he is doing is this, the prophet
seems to oe linking up a past tradition with a
present need. it is an immediate and new power of
God within the life of Judoh. " Hans Schmi t thinks
Isaiah is interpreting a vision. Sellin, Kittel,
Koenig, emphasize the Israelitish nature of this
Messianic hope even in its early beginning. if
you ta<te this point of view it gives us a basis
for believing that- the prophet 3 were more than
just politicians.
Such an inductive study of the pre-
dictions found in Isaioh only tends to help us
magnify the personality of Isaiah as a great
religionist and a keen observer of the happen-
ings of history. He sponsored faith in G-od as
the great need of the age. uhariots, alliances,
horses, are useless. He was the great prophet
of faith. And Dy this faith he was able to
pronounce some weighty predictions. His faith
was seen in his predictions. He was no mere
(
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passive recipient of a message from G-od. His whole
s >ul was wrapped up in God. it is said that when
one listened to Socrates, they argued no longer as
to whether they possessed souls, they thought of
themselves as souls. So it was with Isaiah, he was
so wrapped up in faith in G-od that he no longer
wondered as to what was to come to pass—he knew what
would come to pass.
MIC AH.
Micah was a contemporary of isaiah. He
is called the democrat of the prophets. Mis proph-
etic life began in the days of Jothan and so far
as we know may have lasted through the reigti of
Hezekiah. (726-697)* into the time of Manasseh,
his successor. 7.'e are able to confirm the date
by the historical reference found in Jerenah,
26:17-19, v/nere tne prophecy of 3 J 12 is quoted
in defence of Jeremiah
>
and ls said t0 ^ave been
Spoken in the days of riezekiah. In the time of
Hezekiah there v. ere many outward changes. North-
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ern Israel was final
.
y overthrown when Samaria
was captured oy Sargon of Assyria. Judah was
"being constantly endangered duping the reign
of Sargon and the early part of the t of Senn-
acherib, cy Assyria. Then in 701 b.C. Jerusalem
was delivered which had formed the crowning
triumph in the career of Isaiah. Micah would
have lived through this, if, as is possible
though doubtful, the last two chspters of the
book comes from his pen. we know that there was
much vice in the ci y, (2:2), and luxury ^2:11),
there was oppression of the poor (2:9), and
worse than all corruption within the Church
(3:5-11)
•
As Micah looked on, conscious of the
existing conn itions , he was forced to tell of
the day f Jehovah which would come. Me begins
cy telling that Jehovah vould come in Judgment
upon SamariB and Jerusalem, the wicked capitols
of the wicked kingdoms, 3:9, and the devastating
march of the enemy through Judah is described.
In 3:12 Micah predicts the fall of Jerusalem.
The general tr.eme of chapters 3 and 5, is the
'I
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certainty of salvation, but it is ouite clear
they do not form an original unity; 4:1-4, e.g.
with its generous attitude to the foreign nations
is inconsistent with 4:11-13, which predicts their
destruction. And again 4:10 predicts a siege of
Jerusalem, which is to issue in exile, l4:ii-i3)
a siege which is to end in the humiliation of
the besiegers. chapters 4:1-5, describes the
Messianic age v/hich Mean predicts as having
the nations all come to Jerus- lem to arbitrate
their differences. Micah predicts in 4:6-0 that
those scattered in the exile will be gathered
again in the kingdoms restored, in 4:9, 10, he
tells of a victorious king which is to come and
relieve Judah. At tine close of chapter 6, and in
chaoier 7, the Blow predicted has already fallen;
and in their sorrow the people await the ful-
filment of Jehovah's purpose in patience and
faith, pray to him to restore the land which
once was theirs on the east of Jordan, and
thu3 to compel the heathen to acknowledge hts
power, in cnapter 7s II we find the prediction
of the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem.
(
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ZEPHANIAH.
Isaiah's voice, Dy this time, had oeeti stilled,
it was left to Zephaaiah to Dreax the long silence
of fifty years following isaiah 1 s death. For fifty
years heathen practices, had stood in the way of
adopting the noble ideals which h?<d oeen preached
by Amos and Hosea and isaiah. The land was in a
terrible cone it ion due to the repudiation of
everything spiritual Dy king and people. Not only
this, cut the dark gray hordes of the Scythians
were coming and threatened sudden and complete
destruction. (52Y B.C.)
in the first two chapters of this short
prophecy, we find the prophet portraying the dark-
ness of the hour. (.wote: chapter 2:8-11 is an in-
terpolated section on wiosb and Ammon) . in chapter
tr.ree the note changes, and we pass fron a fear-
ful denunciation of the sins of Jerusalem and it 1 s
rulers, (l-Y) mrough lurid pictures of the Judg-
ment (8-13) and from then on to the beautiful
(
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pictures of the restoration. (14-20). it may
again be noted tnat 3 5 8-13 points strongly to
post-exilic origin, out their authenticity is
still maintained by many critical opinions, such
as; iMowacK, Davidson, Driver. The visions in
3:14-20 are universally admitted to oe lete.
Zephaniah is very compromising. He
tries to arouse tne moral tone of his people, so
as to make his predictions unnecessary of ful-
filment. His book is good for it's historical
value and tnat is about all. «s far as his pre-
dictions are concerned, they sre predictions
wnich the prophet himself hoped would never
have to oe fulfilled. if we maintain tnat a
prediction i3 not a prediction unless it is
exoected that it would oe fulfilled, then
Zephaniah did not utter prediction. His book
goes to prove that the prophets maintained an
altogether different view of their own predict-
ive prophecy than did the early Church Fathers.
JfiRSMlAH.
»
The prophetic element reaches its climax
«
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in this great prophet. cieliglon went from a
national thing to an individual thing in Jeremiah.
After 586, the religion as a nation is gone,
but there still exists Israelites, and Jeremiah
was the first to conceive of Israel existing
without a national Boundary.
Jeremiah was the prophet who with
Zephaniah and Habakkuk lived during the period
of the decline. it was Jeremiah who chose
rather to live hi3 life not a-nong the exiles,
but in Judea. it seemed as though the reformation
under Joslah was to bring in a blessed future,
but Jeremiah was not to oe deceived by a super-
ficial improvement that made no change in the
inward disposition of the people; arid so under
the kings, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, ledekiah, he
repeated with Increasing deflnlteness his test-
imony to the impending destruction of the land.
The nation would not forsake Its evil way,
for there was increasing unrighteousness,
Immorality, and idolatry; and the princes would
not forget their treacherous policies; there-
fore Jehovah would surely orlng a Judgment
f
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of doom. "Jerusalem 3hould drink the cup of
suffering jf the dregs, and of the theocracy
hitherto existing not one stone should he left
on another.
"
«
In view of the wickedness of the nation,
Jeremiah looks at existing conditions end begins
to predict in these words found in 1:13-14, "And
the word of Jehovah came upon me, saying, What
seest thou? And i said, 1 3ee a boiling caldron;
and the fact thereof is from the north. Out of
the north evil shall break forth upon all the
inhe Ditants . " Jeremiah sees the coming doom
which he so graphically predicts in, 8:IQ,
8: 18-22, 9:21,22 and he would not even try to
avert the destruction. (il-17). m chapter 13
which probably belongs to Jehoiachin's short
reign(597 ti.C.) (refer to 2'nd Kings, 24:8), the
utter and Incurable corruption of the people
is symbolically described by Jeremiah, who
announces tne speedy decline, and the tragedy
of exile. In chapter 16 Jereni^h foretells
the utter ruin of the Jews. (I-I4). Chapter
i
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19 foreteller the desolation of the Jews for
their sins. These chapters 18-20 show somewhat
of what Jeremiah thought of predictive proph-
ecy as conditional. As with a broken vessel,
which is fi-.ed by a potter, so Judah if she will
only turn may De re- fashioned . out Judah would
not heed, thus the predictions he uttered must
he irretrievably fulfilled, he is then put in
prison, and when he is again released he then
predicts the downfall of Jerusalem and the
exile. Jeremiah even predicts definitely that
the length of the exile will be severity years.
( 25:11) • Many lands besides Judah will he in-
cluded in the doom, and ultimately «abylon her-
self will be punished. Some of the most daring
of Jeremiah' s oredictions are those uttered in
chapters 30-34. Despite the seeming hopeless-
ness of the situation, Jeremiah could say, "And
l will cause ihe captivity of Judah and the
captivity of Israel to return, and will build
them, as at first." (33:7). This has been very
naturally appropriated by our Lord and the
author of the epistle to the Hebrews. (Hebrews,
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8:10-13). (NOTE: it 13 generally agreed among
scholars that chapters 30,32,33, do not all
come from the pen of Jeremiah. For instance :-
verses 4,^ of chapter 3i can hardly oe referred
to Post-exilic times.) In chapter 34 Jeremiah
Prophesies against Zedekiah. He announces the
doom of Doth city and king.
that if Zedekiah will go forth unto the kings
and princes of Babylon, then his life will be
spared. In chapter 43, Jeremiah predicts the
conauest of Egypt by Nebuchadrezzar. (NUTE:-
"The Interest attaching to the orackea against
the foreign na tions( 44-bi ) is not very great,
as, for good reasons, the authenticity of much,
some say 11, of the section may oe disputed,
and with the exception of the oracle against
&£Vpt, they are lacking as a whole, not only in
distinctiveness of situation, Dut also in that
emotion and originality 30 characteristic of
Jeremiah." (I). in chaDter 46, he predicts the
defeat of Pharaoh at Carchemi-h, and the in-
vasion of Egypt Dy Nebuchadrezzar is predicted
Jeremiah predicts in chapter 38:17,
(I).
(
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in chapter 46.
Such are the predictions of Jeremiah. He
lived to see this prediction of 44:21-23 fulfilled.
"The incense that ye burned in the cities of Judah,
and in the streets of Jerusalem, ye and your fathers,
your kings and your princes, and the people of the
land, did not Jehovah remember them and came it
not into his mind? So that Jehovah could no longer
Dear therefore your land became a desolation,
and an astonishment, and a curse, without inhabi-
tant, as it is this day." Jeremiah made many wise
predictions. He also made many unwise predictions.
We shall be able to understand their origin as
we stucy predictive prophecy from a modern
viewpoint in the latter part of this paper.
NAHUM.
"The burden of Nineveh. The cook of the
vision of Hahum the Elkoshlte." Thus the first
verse of this short book reads. Nahum sounds
the knell of Nineveh the oppressor. Chapter I
is recognized by practically all scholars as
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part of a late e«chat©logical realm. The rest of
the book is almost all utter confusion. r'eake
says, "it seems evident, However, that I:l2ff, 15,
and 2:2 contain a prophecy of nope and comfort,
belonging to the Judaistic age, while the genuine
prophecies of uahum beg'.n with 2:I,3ff.
Two such prophecies may be distinguished, the
first a poem over the approaching fall of win-
eveh, the second emphasizing the certainty
and nearness of the end."
Chapter 3 is a prediction of the
frll of iMineveh. "And it shall come to pa as that
all they t&i t look: upon thee shall flee from
thee, and say, iMineveh is laid waste." (3:7).
What predictions are his were inspired
by a hatred of the en, my, and a true knowledge
of what disloyalty inevitably brings.
EZfiKlEL.
"Corrupt as the text is we have In fizeklel
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the rare satisfaction of studying a carefully
elaborated prophecy whose authenticity Is practi-
cally undisputed and indisputable." rrofessor
McFadyen makes tnis statement, page 162. Ezeklel
lived and prophesied during the captivity of
<Judan, cut the allusions in his cook go back
over the last half century of the exl -tence of
tne Jewish Kingdom.
The prophecy of Ezeklel falls into
three well marked divisions. The first division,
chapters. 1-24, predict the fall of Jerusalem as
the consecuence of Israel' s sin. The second
division, chapters 24-32, deals with the judgments
of G-od on the surrounding nations. The third
division, chapters 33-48, describes the restor-
ation of Israel and the establishment of the
perfect kingdom of God. it would be superfluous
to ouote all the passages found In this oook
predicting the fall of Jerusalem. Suffice it to
say that the first twenty four chapters predict
the event. The event was fulfilled. The destruct-
ion of Jerusalem is announced in chapter 33:34,
and tne fulfilment of this prediction was a great
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aid to his authority as a prophet. Tho^e of the
latter p&rt, in which we find the Messianic proph-
ecies v.er'- partially fulfilled in tne return of
the Jews from captivity and tne re-Duildlng of
the temple. m 34:23 we find a direct prediction,
"And 1 will set ud one shepherd over them, and he
shall feed them, even r.y servant David; he shall
feed triem and he snail De their shepherd."
Ezertiel conceived of the futu:e of the Kingdom
of God as a national and Jewish one, and allo?/ance
must oe made for this limitation of his view in
dealing with the prophecies of the second part as
with those of tne third. The future of the foreign
nations, predicted in 2^-32 is foretold witn ref-
erence to tneir influence upon God's Kingdom, and
as tne latter did not preserve the -national form
which Ezekiel had predicted, the literal fulfilment
of the prophecies aeout the former was not to oe
looked for either. These prophecies emoody only
general truths about the overthrow of the power
i
P* evil rather than precise anticipation of his-
tory .
Wtr t of tne fulfilment of this wholtf
vision in Ezeklel 40-48? Delitzsch s- ys that the
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prophecy never was fulfilled, because the two king-
doms of Israel did not return to God in true pen-
itence, and did not on returning greet him with
their first love. It does seem as though, if the
prophecy had Deen fulfilled more completely, that
there would have been a more glorious renev/el
of the theocracy and the prosperity in the land.
At all events, the one main reason why prophecy
could not be fulfilled a3 Ezekiel described It,
lies in its peculiar character, in the inter-
weaving of eternal ideas with temporal ones. The
final form of divine manifestations as described
h^re could not have possibly been in its last
character. I quote from Orelli, "So far as the
description of G-od dwelling in the midst of His
people by Ezekiel, it belongs to the shadow of
the old covenant, it is abolished with the new
covenant. Hence, this book is a standing exhort-
ation to Christian theology not to reg' rd the
letter of prophecy apart from its spiritual
import, as the essential and eternal part; while
it should be a proof to the Jews of the un-
changesblene ss of the letter of the Toreh, since
1
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Szekiel puts himself to a certain extent in contra-
diction to the latter* So far on the other han$
as the Lord 1 s dwelling on earth has not yet been
perfected in visible reality, this vision points
to the future, even as it was taken up again by
New Testament prophecy in its essential points.
7»het features inEzekiel's pictures will ce
found in trie city of God that is to be seen here
on earth (Revelation 21), what on trie other hand
belongs only to tne perishing image, can only be
perfectly and incontestably made clear when God* s
perfect Kingdom is realized. "( I
)
DSU T^kO- i SAlAH.
(Chapters 40-66).
These chapters belong to a later hand than
that of Isaiah. Many theoloians believe that from
chapter io6 to 66 we have another author. Thi view
however, is not universa.ly accepted, and personally
i have not been able to fully accept the vier;, due
to inadequate evidence for a third author, and
much evidence in fayox of leaving these chapters
(1) I am sorry that i cannot give the name
and tne page of tne booit froi: wnich this
ouStation has ceen t' ten. The author is Jrelli.
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remain with the fifteen preceding. Sennacherib,
kins of Assyria was slain, Jerusalem has "been
laid waste, the fall of Babylon was predicted
and Israel was a broken, discouraged, and tired
race. This, of course, demands a date subsequent
to its siege and capture by the tsabylonians , in
587 B.C. Cyrus is mentioned by name, and Cyrus
lived and had honor around 5^6 a.C. Thus the
book can safely be dated around that time.
The predictions of Deutero-i sai ah
were a direct result of the time in whicK they
v.'ere uttered. Our group which made up the
phamphlet on Deutiro-Isaiah in Old Testament
Prophets class last semester, made this very
clear statement concerning the message of
Deutro-I salah. "He was a fresh reserve who came
to fill in the gaps in the tired army. He was
from the out-of-doors. His metaphors show his
acquaintance with the world of n-ture. His mind
was riot narrowed oecause of the cramped Quarters
of the city. Mis vision was brord. His he?rt was
so big that he was sympathetic with suffering
Israel. An unhampered, courageous, Dror d mind, and
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a big heart with a comforting message for his day.
These are historical facts, psychologically timed,
which are indispensable to a thorough under-
standing of Deutertf- isaiah. " His cook is a book of
hope, written to console and hearten the exiles
in Babylon, and also the dejected inhabitants
who had uot ceen deported from Judah.
in chapter 40:1-11, the prophet announces
that the end' of the exile is near. He predicts
this because he sees in the triumphs of Cyrus
the coming fall of Babylon's empire, and a rev-
olution in the fortune of the exiles. These
are God's voice bidding the prophet and all who
hear it encourage his people. The fall of
Babylon is foretold in chapter 43:l4ff, and the
deliverance of his people is foretold in 43:18.
The prophet predicts the restoration of the
city of Jerusalem and that the walls will be
rebuilt, in 49:14-21. This is the keynote of
all the prophecy of Deutero-i saiah, and we can
understand them in the light of history as
seen from an optimistic and God-fearing people.
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There is one chord in Deutero-1 saiah which
Is the crowning glory of the book. Some of the
most Deauoiful of Messianic passages are found in
these chapters. In most of our oibles we will find
in the titles of these chapters where there are
Messianic passage, these words, "Christ's suffer-
ings foretold." (American revised— chapter b3 of
Isaiah.). But these Messianic passages so beaut-
ifully given to us cy Deutero-i saiah ere oelieved
to refer directly to Israel. Mahweh announces
that his servant Israel shall be raised to a pos-
ition so glorious that, even as many were appalled
at his pltlaDle sight, so nations shall do "him
homage, and kings oe reverently silent in his
presence, oeholding so wonderful, so unheard of
transformation. Some of these passages are found
in chapter 41 t 0-9; 42:1-7; 49:Iff; ^0:4-7; b2:
13-lb, and the great ant 1 phonal chorus which the
nations chant found In b3:l-I0.
Christianity took this interpretation
and transformed it into predictive prophecy making
it refer directly to Christ. However, after' an
historical study of the entire subject, the -

majority of scholars refer it either to Israel
Itself, or to Cyrus, or to s^me great ideal. The
only predictive element that it m r y contain, is
the hope that this prophet held which made him
predict something colorful. We know thet his
predictions of a redeemed Zion never came to
pass and never can come to pass. They were hopes
and desires, which are oft-times the father of
our thoughts.
HACK}A I
.
Haggai was a contemoor ; ry and colleague
of Zechfriah. The aim of this prophet's utter-
ances was that of awakening of popular enthusi-
asm among his countrymen for erecting and com-
pleting the second temple. He saw in the assumpt-
ion of the throne of rersia by Darius Hystaspes,
or Darius the Great, a political crisis which
was his people 1 s opportunity to go forward with
the enterprise which could be of supreme spirit-
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ual value for them, the building of the temple.
.'.e may speak in a general fashion and
say, that the substance and purposes of the pro-
phetic utterances after the exile &re the rat-
ification of the promises uttered before, which were
partially fulfilled. The predictions of the for-
mer prophets have been fulfilled so far as the
Jev.ich nation had undergone a restoration
unique in history. nut at this particular time,
as we see more and more in the apocalyptic lit-
erature, the fulfilment of the prophetic word
was re lege ted to the future. How different the
new life in the homeland looked from what might
h^ve ceen expected according to the predictions
of sjzeAlel and Isaiah, (isalah ch.40). All that
could be seen by the human eye was a paltry res-
toration which gave no promise of raising the
theocracy to its former grandeur. Thus,
prediction upon prediction was being emphasised
as coming t§ pass at this time. Most of them
have never come to pass even to-day and mo-'t of
them never can, from the ve^y nature of the case.
In Ha^gai we find a definite prediction

regarding Zeruooaoel. ( 2:20-23 ),
ZECHAK1AH.
(Chapters
The dates for Zechariah are from b20-5l8
ts.C. He was probably one of the returning exiles,
and his message is one of community reconstruction.
His message like the others is one of encouragement
to the returning ones, and to cheer the resuscitated
church in Jerusalem by prophetic confirmation of
former divine promises, heartening it for it 1 s
work of faith.
The book of Zecharieh is a book of pre-
dictions, which foretell not only the coming to
pass of certain promises of the pest, namely the
ouilding of Jerusalem and the temple, but others.
Jeremiah h: d spoken that the bondage was to last
for seventy yeers and the space h-d elapsed
(reckoning from ts.C. to trie time of tine over-
throw), and it 13 now the time for the fulfilment
of that prophecy. (Jeremiah 25:Ii; 29:10). (ttOTSl
Fewer problems are more complexing tnan that of the
origin and relation of the sections from 9-14 to
the first eight chapters of this book).
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Zechariah predicts that sins are to be
eradicated, in chapter 5:11. He predicts the
priesthood is to be glorified in chapter 3:1-
5. He says that Jerusalem is to be made glor-
ious in 2:1-12. A prince of the house of David,
(probably Zerubbabel) is to be set up as ru-
ler in chapter 3:6-10. These predictions are
pronounced more emphatically m chapter 6:9-15,
where we find the series of visions.
MALACH1.
This prophet who probably prophesied
around the middle of the fifth century B.C., is
one of the most modern of Did Testament proph-
ets. He speaks to an iagracious people, blaming
them because they refuse to accept the love
of Jehovah. He knows of the degeneracy of the
priesthood, which he* felt and tells about in
the second Chapter, and announces In the third
chapter that there will be a speedy judgment.
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He predicts the sending of a new ilijah, which
our Lord takes up as being fulfilled in John
the baptist. (St. Matthew 11:10).
Malachi was not a men who peered far
into the future, tut a m; n who wa? concerned with
the ritual of his own day and an uplifting of
moral and spiritual values. His method is rather
dialectic as can be seen in I:2ff., 2:I3ff etc.
There is no Messianic prophecy in Malachi, for
he does not look for a king upon the throne of
David to deliver Israel, but for the restoration
of that communion with Jehovah; th ; t close com-
munion they had in the time of the crossing of
the Ked Sea.
OBADIAH.
ihe book of Obadiah, as the title in verse
Instates, is a one chapter prophecy against Edom.
Th; t Jeremiah and Obadiah probably drew from the
same source in the writing of tnoir book is clear
from the correspondence, between the first five
verses of Obadiah and Jeremiah 49:14-16, 9. There
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Is also some correspondence between Obadiah and
Joel. (Obadiah 17 and Joel 2:32).
Obadiah predicts In verses 1-9, that
Edom Is aDDut to be driven out of the land "by a
confederacy of nations, which is a punishment
for its participation in the capture of Jer-
usalem, (verses 10-14). Then in verses 17-21 the
prophet predicts that a day oZ judgment Is
coming upon the nations and in that day, Judah and
Israel will escape. When escaping they will re-
gain the land which the Sdomites and other en-
emies have taken from them.
The book Is more of a description
than it is a prediction. «ny flow it was written
from a knowledge of current events and a hope
that Judah and: Israel would regain their "ormer
prestige. Verse 7 is fairly typical of description
and not prediction. This is prooaoly true of the
entire book.
JOEL.
Joel has been called "The Apocalyptic
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seer of the Spitlts outpouring." He lived "round
^00 b.C. The occasion of the book is the devas-
tation of the land by great hordes of locusts,
which has caused misery to man ond Deast. He
uses the description of these swarming hosts of
locusts to describe the approach of the"day of
Jehovah." This is the mo^t beautiful theme
throughout the book, the painting of the day of
Jehovah.
This is a type of descriptive prophecy.
He does describe in a predictive say the great
outpouring of the spirit of Jehovah, (2:28ff)
and he describes in very graphic language the
judgments of G-od upon the enemies of- l-tis people,
out these are not what can oe called predict-
ions. The book may oe called a description of
a day which is to come.
ISAiAH.
( Chapter 24-27)
in this section, which for certain reasons
is not judged written by the pen of lsaiah, we
have a prediction of a world wide Judgment. it is
more apocalypse than predictive orophecy. This
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judgment is however predicted and has never been
fulfilled, it will Involve all in the rum for
none shall escape. From verses 14-16, the text is
corrupt, but again with verse 17, we have a con-
tinuance of this prediction. The description of
this prediction is terrible to behold, out Yahweh
is to return and reign in Zion, and he will out-
shine even the moon and the sun. The deliverance
lies in the future:- there will be a palace, city,
strangers. Then in chapter 2p:6-s the apocalypse
is resumed, and it is predicted that Yahweh will
provide for all people a feast on Mount Zion.
This bit of predictive material, which
is apocalyptic in style was written oy one who
was soaring up in regions etherlal, having been
overcome by the evil of his day, being consumed
with longings for the day of Yahweh a3 the
king of Zion. it cannot De understood. The pre-
diction could never be fulfilled.
JONAH.
I This proph-tic book contains no predic-
tive material, it is a story with a greet spirit-

ual truth, and for this reason it is of no value
to our study. I insert this at this point in
order to emphasize the type of prophecy which
the Dook of Johah contains.
ZECHAKiAH.
(Chapters 9-14).
The author of these chapters are not known.
They were proDacly written oetween 300 and 2p0
a.C. He Is called "The seer of jehovah' s universal
reign." Probacly chapters 9 and 10 are post-ex-
ilic. In 9*1-11:3, G-od will visit the nations in
judgment and his people in mercy. Judah and ECphralo
will be restored, and Assyria and Egypt di scomf itted
.
in 12:1-13:6, we have depicted and predicted the
deliverance and comin- glory of Jerusalem chapter
14 predicts the destruction of the ener.les of
Jerusalem and her exaltation as the center of wor-
ship for the world.
DAwiEL.
The Dook of Daniel is practically all
c
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futuristic in its outlook. Unlike all the other
prophets, it has no practical message for its day.
its teaching is expressly represented as sealed up
for a future age. References for proof of this, are
found in chapters 8:26; 10:1-14; 12:4,9. There is
no conditional manner of prediction at all, cut the
writer expects with certainty the absolute ful-
filment of all his predictions.
The book of Daniel was written to en-
courage the Jews to be loyal to their faith in the
face of bitter persecution under Antiochus Eplph-
anes. The book can only be understood in the light
of this historical background. it's predictions
are almost beyond human comprehension. . The book
°f Daniel is almost wholly apocalyptic in form.
Thus, it is a very lo' and late form of prophecy.
The author is a seer of loyalty to Jewish ideals,
oecause it is wholly apocalyptic in form, it is
thus out of the range entirely of predictive
prophecy. For this reason we will leave the
book to the authorities on apocalypticism for
their interpretation of its neanlng. The book
however, has wielded a tremendous influence on
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Christian, though?" and at times by those who were
exceedingly anxious to accredit our Lord with
due prominence, has been sadly mutilated. Its
visions, as interpreted by the author himself,
are visions . represent ing the future, out in the
correct sen^e of the word are not predictive
in character. in studying apocalyptic liter-
ature, one would use first and foremost, the book
of Daniel. in making a study of predictive pro-
phecy as defined in the introduction of this
paper cy Dr. Harperl page 21 and 22), the book is
of no concrete value.
There are some conclusions whlcn one
is bound to arrive at in presenting an inductive
study of predictive prophecy. The conclusions
help us arrive at a clear understanding of pre-
dictive prophecy. Conclusions such as these :-
1. The historical value of prophecy is of in-
estimable value. We learn the history of an
era to a l'rge extent, by tne type of proph-
ecy given to us cy tne orophets.
2. ;.e learn that predictions are usually the re-
sult of a hope for a oetter day, a hope result-
ing from the despairing conditions found

present in the life of the people, during the
life of the prophet.
3. Predictive prophecy is to a large extent con-
ditional. The orDphets really hoped many times
that the people would repent, in order that there
would need be no fulfilment of their dark
pred let ions
.
4. Predictive prophecy cannot be forced into ful-
filment, due to the fact that some were never
fulfilled as predicted, and others can never oe
fulfilled, due to drastic changes which have
oeen made since tneir utterances.
5. We must study predictive prophecy, therefore,
from an historical method.
6. if the prophets accepted a conditional view
of predictive prophecy, why should we take a
literal view?
7. lie learn from predictive prophecy that there
is a moral law which works ju:t as consistently
as do-fs any physical or spiritual law.

S5-
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There was ho controversey among the Jews
as regards the legitimacy of predictive prophecy. The
entire Question of whether or not the prophets them-
selves ever intended to predict, as we see it, lies in
Whether or not we intend to interpret prophecy from a
literal and unscientific standpoint or from a modern
historical standpoint. We know tiiat if the prophets
did make predictions , that most of them were never
iul filled. And we are sure that a prediction is not
a prediction unless it is capable of fulfillment.
The fact of fulfillment made no difference
as to their standing as prophet s , more often than
not. The predictive element in prophecy was more
clearly a more rational thing to the prophets
and their contemporaries, then it was to the early
Church Bathers. It is surprising how misinterpre-
tations have crept in through the years so that
not only the early Church fathers have misjudged a
predictions tut Christians all through the years,
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and meny Christians to-day. The former realized
that predictions and their fulfillment depended &JJ
human co-operation and human opposition, while to
the early Christians fulfillment was necessary.
In the days of Jeremiah the test tyoe of Jew f\\r\
not regard tficah as a false prophet , although his
century old prediction failed to be fulfilled.
(Compare Micah 3:12 with Jeremiah 26:17-19,24).
Also many years later the author of Jonah holds
that a catastrophe may be averted because s
prophet predicted a catastrophe .( Jonah 3:4-13,
4:2). it was the reason for the predictions
noted in the last section of this thesis, that
the people being threatened with calamity mijht
learn before it wss too late the dreadful con-
sequences of their deeds, and might repent and
avert the impending disaster.
Such was not the case with the early
Christians who had to debate with the Jews, in
order to lay claim to the Hebrew scriptures, and
thus have some external authority for their be-
lief. To them, the fulfillment of the prophet's

predict lo-ns was the test of prophecy. It cecame a
matter of great concern to them that they find in
prophecy, especially that prophecy found in the
Hebrew Bible, a confirmation of their belief. To
do this they sought the predictions end as any
one can, if they so desire by leaving out all
account of history and reason, they found Innum-
erable instances where things hsd happened in
accordance with the predictions found in the Heo-
rew Scriptures. The only way it is possible to
do this, however, is to interpret to fit the case.
They found fulfillment for almost everything in
the Old Testament. Not alone did they find it,
but somehow tney attached it to the faith they
were fighting for and somehow they did it very
well.
Their first and foremost claim was that
their founder, Jesus, wa3 the promised Messiah of
the he crew Scripture. On this claim naturally
centered their enthusiasm for the truth emDodied in
predictive prophecy. rredictive prophecy then be-
came the concern of the hour and for many it has

been their deepest concern ever since.
Is Jesus the promised Messiah of the Old
Testament? That became the question. But the early
Christians did something which was very inconsis-
tent. They adopted the Jewish religion but refused
to accept it's ceremonial system. To avoid the re-
buke of inconsistency they either avoided the
difficulty altogether, or else, made even the cer-
emonial system of the Jews a part of God's plan in
predicting the coming Messiah. The man Justin gives
two explanations for its purpose. First, it was im-
posed upon the people because of their sins, or for
disciplinary reasons: or secondly, it was given as
a great Messianic type and assumes a soecifically
predictive function. "By enumerating, all the appoint-
ments of Moses, I crn demonstrate that they are types
and symbols and decl- rations of these things which
would happen to Christ, if those men who, it was
foreknown, would believe on him, and of those things
which would be done by Christ Himself." Justin
speaks in such a fashion, and yet the inconsis-
tency of holding to both of these views is quite
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apparent but Justin does not seem to be aware of
this.
Again it was held that Christianity
was the absolute and final religion. Thus the ques-
tion arose: If this is so, why did' it come so late
in the history of the world? Is not philosophic
truth universal, eternal? To those who sought to
make Christianity intelligible to themselves and
to others this recency of the origin of the faith
was a constant stumbling block. To break down this
di ficulty Justin proposes two solution*: One based
on a philosophical speculation and the other on an
historical and exegetlcal argument. First he intro-
duced the Logos doctrine which we find propounded
in the first chapter of St. John's Gospel. "We have
been taught that Christ is the fir3t born of God and
Logos, of whom every race of men were partak-rs
and those who lived with the Logos are Christians
even though they have been thought to be Athiests,
as among the Greeks, Socrates and Heraclitus and
men like them; and among the Babbarians, Abraham...
..and Ellas." (p,45 of Justin). By this sort of
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speculation Christianity was dated back to the be-
ginning of human history." Whatever things were
rightly spoken among men are the property of Christ-
ians." (p,83«) But this Logos doctrine was not
adequate to meet the difficulty of the historical
novelty of this new faith. It tended, rather to
unify other preceding religious movements than to
differentiate Christianity from other religions.
This was easily taken care of. This need
for historical proof showing that Christianity was
not altogether recent but the oldest philosophy
of all, was furnished by the Old Testament con-
strued as a Christian document. The Old Testament
began to be a document of revelation, and then all
sorts of interpretations, which were supposed to
be infallible were given to the Old Testament pre-
dictions. Justin, comes out and says, "Philosophers
only speculate; prophets know." The prophets be-
came extraordinary men of God; whose voices were
stilled, except to voice the declarations of G-od
;
to predict futu.e events; and above all to predict
the coming of the great Messiah w^.o would bring
in that higher type of religion based on revelation,
(
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namely Christianity.
Justin again substantiates this by
saying, in giving an account of his conversion and
making the Christian with whom he talks speak as
follows; "There existed long before this time cer-
tain men, more ancient than all those who were es-
teemed philosophers .... who spoke by the divine spirit
and foretDld events which would take place and which
are now taking place. They are called prophets....
and those events which have happened and those
which are happening c impel us to assent to the utter-
ances made by them." It was Tat ian and Theophilus
who gave their reasons for being converted in these
words, "i-.dmitt ing therefore, the proof which events
happening as predicted afford, I do not disbelieve
but believe.
For the person of Christ, predictive
prophecy was also appealed to. This is treated at
length by Justin in his first Apology and the dia-
logue with Trypho. In both treatises it is the
central problem around which the discussion con-
) tinually revolves. Justin proves the divinity of
Christ in this wie '. Prophecy is "The strongest and
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truest evidence, "Though we could bring for-
ward many other prophecies, we forbear, Judging these
sufficient for the persuasion of those who have
ears to hear and understand, and considering also
that those persons are able to see that we do
not make assertions without being able to prove
them.... For with what reason should we believe of
a crucified man that, he is the first born of the
unbegotted unless we have found testimonies con-
cerning him, published before he came, and unless
we saw that these things happened accordingly."
To prove the virgin birth Justin falls back on
predictive prophecy. He does this to an incred-
ible degree. After rebuking Typhro for supposing
that it is impossitle for God to co anything He
wills, he continues, "And especially when it is
predicted this would take place, do not venture to
pervert of misinterpret the prophecies." In
other words the virgin birth is due to the will of
G-od and therefore possible. But Justin alv/ays
finds the will of God In a fulfilled prediction.
From this point of view the virgin birth as a
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fulfilment Is considered only as a sign. "But
that which is truly a sign arid which was to be
made trustworthy to mankind (namely, the virgin
birth), this he anticipated by the spirit of
prophecy and predicted as I have repeated to you.
....in order that when the event takes place it
may be known as the operation of the power and
the will of the Maker of all things." It is like-
wise with the passion of Jesus. Chaoter 53 of
Isaiah and fsalm 22 are interpreted word for word
ss a predictive prophecy of the passion of Jesus.
They are never treated theologically, but only in
a predictive manner. The reference to the pier-
ced hands and feet in Psalm 22:16-18 is a sign that
the Psalm refers to Jesus, as no one among the Jews
,
"Who has been called King or Christ has ever died
in this mysterious fashion, namely by the cross, save
this Je3uS alone .
"
When the second coming of Christ is re-
ferred to, the view ta^en of ".hese events as ful-
filling certain predictions again predominates. In
the Apology Justin makes a v/eighty statement upon
this point and one which as we shall see, is fun-
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damental to this thesis. "Since, then we proved that
all things which have already happened had been
predicted by the prophets before they came to pass,
we must necessarily believe also that those things
which are in like msnner predicted but are yet to
come to pass, shell certainly come to pes3." For
such a statement as this Justin becomes sn early
representative of the Millenarian movement in the
Church, since he takes literally those propheel'e'i
which he refers to the second advent.
We thus perceive how greet an importance
was attached to predictive prophecy and for what
reason. "This is the work of G-od," says Justin, "to
tell of a thing before it happens and to show it
has happened as it was foretold." The early Christ-
ians were jealous of their Lord, their faith, their
Testament, and for these they vere willing to do most
anything. What better way could be found to give
divine authority and sanction to these precious
possessions, than through the medium of oredlctlve
prophecy even though many times they badly blund-
ered in Lheir interpretations. If the work of God
was to predict and to speak through the voice o:~
His prophets those things which v,ere to come to
pass, then, if they could prove these things which had
•
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come to pass, in which they so heartily believed,
had been spoken beforehand by the prophet 3, they
had the sanction of God.
This is how and why the study of predict-
ive prophecy began. It was a necessary result of
the early Christian movement. It is also the re-
sult of the traditional method of interpretation,
and prophecy will always be interpreted this way,
long as this metho : is used. Literalism c s we
notice, destroys the truth, for G-od does not work,
as we know, in such a mechanical way as the early
Church Fathers would have Him.
One thing is noticeable as we study the
methods of interpretation used "by the early Church
Fathers, and that is they totally disregarded the
historical sen-e of the prophecies. i.e. Both the
sense which they must have had for those who or- -1
lginally uttered them and for those w :o first
heard them. Both the historical occasions out of
which the propheci-s arose and the meaning whi"h
they must have had in their contexts v*ere Ignored,
and only because they were ignored could those
multitudinous correspondences tetween prophecies
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and fulfilment be established, iftiich were so con-
vincing to the minds of the Fathers. Dr. Fullerton
says, "The proof from prophecy construed as pre-
dictions could be successfully carried through only
when the historical meaning of the prophecies
was ignored, and they were compelled to
suffer a sea- change
into something rich and strange,
by being submerged into the warm, fancy breeding
floods of the allegory. On the other hand when the
historical meaning was denied, the Interpretation
of prophecy became uncertain. By the allegory the
prophecies were turned into enigmas, the Old Testa-
ment into a book of enigmas, an Alice in Wonderland
3 Decies of literature which needed an interp.eter.
In order to regain the certainty of interpretation
which had been lost through the defectiveness of
the current exegetical method, the authority of
the Church was introduced. The Scripture alone has
always been theoretically the final authority, but
the Scripture is obscure. The Church alone can
tell what it means. By the assumption of the right
to declare its own authority for 11 practical
t
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purposes atove th t of the Scripture. (I)
So as the Church gradually Increased in
authority, the allegorical method of interpretat-
ion was gradually given up in authority. It
interpreted the Scriptures from the literal view-
point, making the Old Testament, by its supreme
authority, say what it would in a pre ictive way
about the Christian faith. It took all predictions
as either being fulfilled or to be fulfilled by
patient waiting. This of Itself was not much better
then the allegorical method of the Fathers. Ap it
was, the allegorical method was not entirely for-
gotten, nor is it today.
It was Luther, that great rock like figure,
who dared stand before the Diet of Worms and pro-
nounce his own Individuality in these words, "here
I stand, I Cbn do no other," who came and disputed
the authority of the Church as the sole interpreter
of Scripture. The indulgent preachers were curial-
lsts and advocated Papal infallibility in the strong-
est form, and Luthers reaction's must always be
viewed in the light of this fact. Priarlas, the
lesrned disciple of Thomes Aquinss, with whom Luther
it) Dr R. Fullerton. "rr )phecy ^nd Authority" p £09.
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carried on a hot debate in 1518, went so far as
to say that men must rely on the doctrine of the
Roman Church and the Roman Pontiff, "as the in-
fallible rule of faith from which the Scripture*
derives it? strength and authority," and again,
"that the Roman Church is able to decree concern-
ing faith and morals by deed a3 well as by word.
. . hence for this reason custom has the force of
1-w, because the will of a prince is permisslvely
or effectively expressed by deeds!" This theory
he applies to the indulgences. "Whoever says of
the indulgences that the Roman Church cannot do
that which, as a matter of fact, it does do, is a
heretic.
"
With the reaction of Luther there cane
the reaction of a large group of people away from
the allegorl al method of interpretation and
away from Ecclesiastical authority. The allegor-
ical method of interpretation which was the only
method by which an infallible book c Duld be nr de
sufficiently elastic to meet the need of a chang-
ing and developing Church in the early Christian
era, was found to be an extremely poor method.
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"it had no fixed methods. It had no nor^^i no object-
ive standard, for the guidance of the exegete. It
lesves everyt .ing to the taste and whim of the in-
dividual. The inevitable result is a districting
diversity in the interpretation of the Scripture.
The Imagination runs riot in the effort to find
symbolic meanings for the multitudinous nrtural
objects referred to in the Bible. This, it is ev-
ident, cannot but be intellectually demoralizing.
It tends to destroy the sense of veracity ."( 1
)
Thus the Inadequacy of the allegorical
method led to the adoption of the orinclple of
Ecclesiastical authority. The Church insisted
that only those interpretations of the Scripture
were valid that were in harmony with the tra-
dition and with its own accepted standards. By
this means it curbed the heretical tendencies
encouraged by the allegorical method and also
moderat d the exegetical license inherent in It.
In no other way could the unity of the Church
at that time have been maintained. Thus we see
that the principle of ecclesiastical authority
w as a necessary consequence. However, there had
it) Dr A. KnudiOn. 'Vres Tend in nel Tho't" f. 102.
t
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been all the while counter movements operating
within and without the Church. "The Antiochisn
school represented by Theodore of Moosuestla and
Chryso3tom, pretested against the allegorizing of
Scripture, and did what it could to bring the
Church bi-ck to a s&ne grammatical and historical
method of Bible study."(I) These forces burst
out into new bloom at the reformation. They broke
out with new power and ushered in, finally, the new
era of modern Bible study. Dr. Knudson calls this
period the transition period. He continues to say
that we have not completely emerged from the trans-
ition era, but in it we see a gradual disintegrat-
ion of that authoritarlsn system built up during
the period of tradition. Dr. Knudson says, "This
period m&y be subdivided into two periods of about
two hundred and fifty years in the one case and
one hundred and fifty in the other. The first was
characterized by the rejection of the principle
of ecclesiastical authority and the allegorical
method of Interpretation and the second was the
gradual abandonment of the doctrine of infalli-
bility, though the latter process has not yet been
U) Dr A.iVnudson. "fres Tend In ^el Iho't" p. 104.
((
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completed.
"
So long a3 the allegorical method and the
principle of ecclesiastical authority was adhered
to, so long was any progress in Biblical study im-
possible, because it withheld the Bible from the
laity, and therefore a genuine scientific study of
Bible was out of the question. There was noth-
ing left then for the progressive forces of the
Church to do, but to deny the authority of the
Pope anr: the infallibility of the Scriptures. The
Bible, they ins isted ,. belonged to the people and
all people hsd the ri^ht to interpret it accord-
ing to their own consciences. To safe-guard this
privilege of the individual, the reformers adopted
the grammatical-historical method of interpreta-
tion. Thus, the reformers, out of necessity, to guard
the Bible from being tal-ten away altogether, had to
retain the infallibility of the Bible. The people
at least wanted certainty in religion. If the
allegorical method hsd to go, and secondly, if the
authority of the Church must be released, from
where was to come any authority and where then
was there to be any certainty in religion? Thu3
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in Protestantism there cane a strict belief in the
infallibility of the Bible. Luther said, "One
letter of Scripture is of more consequence than
heaven and earth." This idea of the infallibility
of the Scripture, by the early protestant reform-
ers had to be
u
in order to preserve the certainty
of the faith.
But such a belief could not long stay
without being challenged by modern thought. The
modern world with it's knowledge of natural science,
it's willingness to study the Bible critically, the
theory of evolution, and other modern things, along
with the Kantian doctrine of the constitutive
activity of thought, and the pragmatic doctrine of
the test of truth, could not readily accept any
book:, be it Bible or otherwise as infallible. It
is true that at present, most scholars reject the
doctrine of Biblical infallibility as outgrown
and worn out.
That then is the real authority of the
Bible? It is to l.e found in the realm of the Spirit.
It is the Spirit of God bre' thing through the
Scripture a3 a whole that constitutes its divine
content
.
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While t is view has caused the Bible no negative
loss, bu : rather a tremendous gain, we find that it
has had a gre&t, influence on the theories of
predic-ive prophecy, which some people, as we noted
in the introduction, still retain. The inevitable
result of such thinking has teen to discover that
the early Church Fathers not only twisted the
Scriptures from their original meaning, but actually
at times wrongly interpreted the whole context.
One cannot hold to a literal interpretation of
the predictions, and still long for their fulfil-
ment, and interpret the scriptures from the modern
historical standpoint. When we learn, ss I tried
to point out in the last chapter, why a prophet wrote
what he did, and when we learn at what period he
wrote, it throws a new light on his prophecy and
we are able to understand them properly.
This modern way of looking at scriptu.e
has led to a denial of any predictive prophecy, in
the proper sense of that phrase. Protestantism,
which adopted the reformation principle of ex-
egesis in self-defense, must te prepared to accept
the consecuences of its own act. The theo.y of
<
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Messianic prophecy construed as prediction must be
abandoned. To be historic and scientific in one's
interpretation necessitates the change. In closing
this chapter we might say, that men did predict,
but they predicted events because they had minds to
reed the "signs of the times."
I
I
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PREDICTIONS.
FULFILLED AND UNFULFILLED.
EVIDENTIAL VALUE OF THAT TYPE OF PRO-
rHECY CALLED t PREDICTIVE.
But there have "been predictions fulfilled!
What are you going to do about that, is the cry of
the Literal 1st ? Jeremiah, for Instance, made a spec-
ific prediction when he predicted the seventy years
captivity. (Jeremiah, 25:11, 29tX0) . He predicted the
death of the false prophet Hananlah within a year.
(28:16). He also predicted that the Egyptians would
not save Jerusalem from capture at the hand of the
Chaldeans. (37:6-10). Isaiah, likewise, predicted
that the Kings of Syria and Ephraim would not suc-
ceed in capturing Jerusalem. (7s3-9). He predicted
that these two northern Kingdoms would in a little
while be over run by the Assyrians. (8: 3, A). And at
a critical juncture in the history of Judah he con-
fidently declared in the face of the most eueral
contrary expectation that Sennach- rib would never
again lay siege bo the capitol city. 7,'hat about
the predictions of Hosea, Mlcah, and the others re-
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garding the exile, and l3aish's doctrine of the in-
violability of Jerusalem. In the light of these
facts, what will the modern exegete say?
Before going into t'rr t Question let us
go be. ck again to the early Church Fathers and see
how they forced predictions into fulfilment.
Perhaps this will throw some light on the above.
"When a person depends upon bread for their daily
sustenance, they will obtain that bread somehow.
So it was with the early allegorists. Good strict
fulfilment of prophecy was needed . "( I )
.
The prophets themselves spoke only con-
ditionally. There was always the extended hope of
repentance. As we said, the author of Jonah pre-
dicted, merely because he thought his prediction
would make impossible Its own fulfilment. From
Amos onwards to Deutero-I saiah, the refrain is
always, "Repent, that God may have mercy upon
you; return unto your God, that He may return unto
y 3U -"(Amos 5:15, 7:1-7; Isaiah 1:18; Jeremiah
7:3; I8:3ff etc; Sze/.lel I8:21ff, 33:IVf- Joel
2:13)' Even for Zedeklah himself up to the very
last an opening was left, by which, through obe-
dience to the word of God, he might have escaped
UJ The source of this quotation is not known.
c
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from the prophecies of evil, definitely expressed
though they were. ( Jeremiah: 34 : 4ff ; 35:3ff). You
remember, thet in Jeremiah 25:I7ff, it is distinct-
ly stated that Micah' s prophecy of the destruct-
ion of Jerusalem was averted by Heze&iah's repen-
tance; and it is in this connection that the ex-
hortation is exoressly given, to avert even yet
by repentance the catastrophe which Jeremiah
has threatened rather than punish that prophet
for announcing disaster. Ezeltiel impresses this
truth on his contemporaries , that proohecy nec-
essarily alters with every alteration of the
moral circumstances to which it refers. (Jeremiah:
18:7-10; Ezekiel 33sI3ff).
Thus, we find the real truth in pre-
dictive prophecy. All of us at times say things
almost predi- tively, which are somehov; unlouely
fulfilled. But it i3n't our fault. It is usually
coincidence. Common sense ^-lone would not allow
such interpretations as we have noted below.
Ju3tin says that the incident where Christ rides
into Jerusalem on the ass was prophesied in G-enesis
(
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49:10 and Zechariah 9:9. The Fathers held that the
more impossible a thing is the more is the evident-
ial value of it's fulfilment. This view was es-
pecially held in regards to the virgin birth. Justin
says, "?or things which ..ere incredible, these pre-
dicted by rhe prophetic spirit as about to come to
pass, in order that when they come to pass there
might be no unbelief but faith, I ecause of the pre-
diction." Similarly Tertullian: "Now a sign from
God would not have been a sign unless it had been
some novel and prodigious thing." Thus, they be-
lieved and thus they practised. Amos 2:6 predicts
a prophecy of Judas' betrayal for a price.
Tertullian says, "It might have been well enough
for another Christ to be betrayed without price,
but it would not have been suitable in the case
of one who was fulfilling prophecies." Psalm
41:9 predicts the same supposedly fulfilled pro-
phecies. The Messianic Psalms are always referred
directly to Christ. The historical background is
never t'-.ken into account. Psalm 24 refers to "Our
Christ alone" and not to Solomon or Heze.tlah.
(
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Psalm 46:10, where it 3ays, "tell ye among the
nation that the Lord reigneth fron the wood,"
is by Tertullian supposed to represent a prediction
of Christ on the cross. M From wood " is not found
in the Hebrew text, so Justin accuses the Jews of
having left this out because of their adverse
beliefs. Genesis 49:11, Justin and Tertullian
have predicted that Christ was hot of human blood
but of divine blood. The stone cut out without
hands in Daniel 2:34, signifies the birth of
Christ as coming about alone through the po T.ver
of God. Deuteronomy 33:13-17 is a prediction of
the cross. "No one", says Justin, "could say that
the horns of a unicorn represent any other figure
than the types which portray the cross." The elabor-
ation of this interpretation is found most in-
te.estingly in Tertullian. Joseph, "was not, of
course, designated as a mere unicorn with its one
horn or a miniture with two, but C-.rist was in-
dicated in him, a bullock in respect of both his
characteristics, to some as severe as a judge, to
°thers as gentle as a -aviour, whose horns are the
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extremities of a cross. For the antennas which
are a part of the frame are called the unicorn.
By t'.is virtue, then, of his cross, and in this
manner horned, he is now both pushing all nations
through faith, hearing them away from earth to
heaven, and will then push them through judgment,
casting them down from heaven to earth." Isaiah
65:2 is predictive of the cross. In the collect-
ion of correspondences between the prophets and
Jesus at the end of Tertullian' s argument ,( against
Marcion, 55« 41-43) we find the following: Isaiah
29:13 predicts the kiss of Juda3. "The Christ of
the prophets was destined to be betrayed with a
kiss for He was the son of Him who was honored
with the lips by the people." The darkness of
the sixth hour is predicted in Isaiah 5^:3 and
Arc 03 8:9. The "happy man" of Psalm I is Joseph
of Arimathea. "It was very meet th:t the man who
burled the Lord should thus be noticed in pro-
phecy." Prophecy again does not omit the
office of women who resorted before daybreak to
the sepulchre, and Ho3ea 5:16-6:2 is cited in proof

III.
of this statement. Psalm 2 is also directly pre-
dictive and Messianic, predicting the conspiracy
against Christ by Herod and Pilate, and Isaiah 53,
of course, is the seme ss Psalm 22, the prophecy of
the passion of Jesus. Speaking of the number of
the Disciples and why there were only twelve,
Tertullien 3ays, "in truth I might from this very
point conclude of my Christ that He was foretold,
not only by the words of the proph-ts, but by the
indications of the facts, i.e. the historical
types, for of this number I find figurative
hints running up and down the creator's dis-
pensation in the twelve springs of Slim, in the
twelve geT<= of Aaron's pri-estly garment, in the
twelve springs watering the gentile world seen
in the twelve stones appointed by Joshua...."
After this explanation he triumphantly exclaims,
•What eaually good defense of such a number has
Marcion's Christ to show? And he concludes the
entire passage with this challenge, "Will not
such a Christ be the Christ, of the prophets?"
I From the above Instances of alleged predictive
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fulfilment, It becomes clear how much weight the
Fat her 3 attached to predictive prophecy and how
they forced their fulfilment.
It is clear without much discussion that
such arguments carry no weight for us today. It
Is obviDUS that the Fathers almost wholly disre-
garded the historical sense of the prophecies.
As they forced these prophecies, first, to
become specific predictions, and then forced, their
fulfilment, so it has teen with all the other-
fulfilments even those noted at the beginning
of this chapter. Even if there were certain pre-
dictions fulfilled, there were more thai were
never fulfilled. Tyre did not, as I sai at) proph-
esied, succumb to the Assyrians, that it might
after seventy years regain it's ancient glory,
and dedicate to Zlon the profits of it's comm -
erce. (Isaiah 23Jlff, I5ff) Eze^Lel 26:1-28:9).
Babylon did not fall into utter ruin before the
assault of Cyrus, as the prophets of the exile
predicted. Even yet Dam&scus he s not been blotted
out from the muster-roll of cities. The Egypt-
ians ere not cairled captive either to Assyria
or Babylonia. Egypt and Assyria (Isaiah 17:1,19;
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Jeremiah 46; Ezekiel 29) have not united with
Judsh to form a three-fold Kingdom of God. (Isaiah
19:2?). 7,'hen the exiles returned, Jerusalem was
not rebuilt in the way that the prophets ex-
pected. Judah gained no such victory as Joel
describes in Joel 3:l4ff. In the manner as these
above almost every prophecy shows on close in-
spection, that the views of the future have not
been realized.
The very fact that mo3t of the predic-
tions were not fulfilled goes to prove that we
dare not say they we re supposed to have been ful-
filled. To do so, tends to make a liar out of the
proohets and a humbug of God. I like the way Dr.
Schultz phrases it, "Nor can anything be more con-
trary to the meaning of the prophetical books
than to maintain that whatever is not yet
fulfilled will still be fulfilled in some distant
future. As if those prophecies did :ot form an
absolutely perfect organism, from which one cannot
break off a single member v.ithout mutilating the
whole'. Or if the hopes of those men of God were
not 20 thoroughly bound up with the times already
past, never to return, that they cannot by any
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possibility be fulfilled in the days to come.
What the Isaiah of the exile prophesied can
never to all eternity be fulfilled in the way
he expected. For all the circumstances in which
he thinks of the new nation E3 developing have
passed forever away. And It is the same wit h
all the prophetic descriptions of the Mill-
e nium. Without a Philistia or an Edom to con-
quer and hold down by force of arms; without
an Assyria, whose yoke can be thrown off in tri-
umph; without a Tyre whose splendid merchan-
dise might embellish the temple of Jerusalem;
without the nations that are to muster in the
valley of Jehoshaphat for the final war against
Jerusalem, the Jerusalem, too, if the Jews ruled
over it by a descen^ent of David and a
thousand other similar details, there can be
no fulfilment of the prophetic predictions.
When ail these features -are left out or ex-
plained away, people should at least have the
honesty not to talk any more of the prophets,
who no doubt had an unusually deep Lmight Into
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the spiritual world, and Into the secrets of hist-
ory. They could read the future from the present.
They could hear that still small voice of Jehovch
spe'-k to them, no doubt, as they brooded over their
times. But 30 far as sitting down and letting
God move their hand around on a scroll is concer-
ned, it is not true. "(I).
So It is with those who are expecting
Jesus to come back "on the clouds of glory." These
words we.e spoken, by Jesus, because of a deep
insight into that mysterious realm of the spirit-
ual which mo~t of us know little about. He was
speaking, as did Ezekiel and many of the prophets,
in figurative speech, in a parabolic fashion which
we cannot understand. If we take such things
literally, we are daring to lo~e our personality
and our God-given gift of thought power, because
we are desirous of having a hope that might free
us from some, perhaps, uninviting things of life.
Hopelessly u fvAftHed prophecies should teach us
to seek beneath the surface for 3orae hidden mean-
ing which has not yet been manifested.
U-) Schultz. "rropnecy" t. ?94-29t>.
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But what, then, is the value of predictive
prophecy? I would not have it understood In thla
thesis th t it is not of great importance. Pre-
dictive prophecy has a tremendous significance,
but this significance cannot be found by taking
them literally and Bitting back: waiting for them
to he fulfilled. Their significance is found in
the heart of the prophet who uttered them. They
meant as much to the people of their day as the
statistics of Roger G. Babson means to the modern
American business nan, and more. They were the
heart cries of men who stood In the watch tower
at night, and scanning the horizon of contempor-
ary issues, seeing vice, godlessness, oppression,
idolatry, and other evils called, "Watchmaq, what
of the night, the morning cometh." The central
s ignlf icance of predictive prophecy la not found
in the prediction of coming events, but in the
revelation of the truth of God thereby. God
will deal with men according to their character,
their morality, their righteousness. This is
the one grea'. and mighty lesson of all the
predict ions
.
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Could there <iot be prophets arise today who
would do well to prophecy the coming night? In
view of enlarged armaments, increased navies,
corrupt politics, and light morality, what would
be our prediction? This is the lesson we can
learn from predictive prophecy. Our predictions
might possitly avert a coming disaster. We can
predict future events. It woul' have been good
for Babylon had she learned this lesson, also
for invincible Rome and polished Greece. It
will do well for our own country to learn
this lesson before it is too late. Such to my
mind is the lesson of Predictive Prophecy.
My. last word would be a prayer for G-od to
raise up prophets, mighty in word and in deed.

SU UMAKX
.
The fundamental contention of this thesis
has not been to discredit the importance of the
predictive prophecy found In the Old Testament.
Hather It is the result of a desire to know more
about this tremendDUs subject in order that I
might not be altogether ignorant of it's con-
tent when A am called upon to present my views
concerning the fulfilled and the unfulfilled
predictions found in the Bible. I desire to
satisfy myself as to the value of predictive
prophecy and its correct interpretation, and per-
hapi in so doing it may have its humcle in-
fluence somewhere else.
When conservatism is in a fighting mood,
there seems to be no end to it s enthusiasm. ?un-
famentalism is known for it's endless amount of
fighting spirit which characterizes Its every
movement, **n over-enthu3ed movement , however, does

not always cherish detailed accuracy. The in-
evitable result ha3 been that often tines it has
been betrayed into accepting wrong attitudes.
The reckless enthusiasm has been Dreeding harsh
statements, critical sentiments, and intolerant
suppositions
.
As we study the suDject of predictive
prophecy we find there have been dogmatic asser-
tions presentee by ardent advocates , which need to
be carefully considered, lest they leave a detri-
ment: 1 effect upon the Churcn at lr-rge. We find
thst some of the beliefs in predictive prophecy,
Practically make it imoossicle to believe in a
Christian aod. I'o be consistent in our celief in
a God such as jesus presented, we must believe,
that no matter how things msy look on the sur-
face, so far as God is concerned , there is always
the possibility of redeeming any individual.
Jesus teaches us thst God Is not willing that
any should perish, end that He will eternally
knock at tne door of any heart, doping eventually
for admission. We may predict the down' ell of
a nation or an individual because surface his-

torlcal events seem to point to their destruction*
But if that nation or individual sinould repent and
chenge,our verdict would of necessity have to be
changed. So it is with the predictive prophecy of
the Jld Testament, to a large extent. The history
of prophecy is the history of " Jod-lntoxlcated" men,
crying for men to repent to avert the coming doom.
Thus we find, in our study of predictive
Prophecy , that history plays a large part In the
predictions which are uttered. The prophet sees
no hope for the nation because it is willing to
indulge in unrighteous acts. The actions of men
determine the destiny of a nation. At other
times when a nation is true to Jehovah, the proph-
et predicts a hopeful outcome for that nation.
Very few are the times when a prophet actually
predicts as tnough through some method of magic.
When he does, more often than not, his prediction
falls of fulfillment. Therefore we cannot believe
in the lnf blllcill ty of the predicting prophet,
snd we can only account for such predictions which
w ere fulf illed , through some other explanation.
The mistske thct the early Church Blathers

made, and the mistake that literallsts make to-day
In their literal interpretation of predictive proph-
ecy is that they have forgotten to mark the histor-
icity of the prediction.
My contention 1 s , therefore , that history
explains to us predictive prophecy and in this way
we must interpret it. The prophets were men in the
watch towers of a moral night , c Tying "Watchman,
what of the night, th morning cometh and also tne
night .
"
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